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pianists participating included Mme. P. Bloomfield- Among the singers secured by Abbey and Gran for 
Zeisler, (lassie Cotuow, Adele Lewing and August, the season of Italian Opera at the Metropolitan Opera'' 
House, New York, nest winter, are Lili Lehmann, 
Sc lehi Ti th« I iTOglis isters, t!. I . Reszke 
brothers, Maurel the baritone, Capoul and Mme. Albani. 
The C nf nary of tfoz rt’s death . cotnmemo- 
w u His “ Requiem" 
was performed in the cathedral. At ofie of the concerts 
j. Bssipoff played his ; D minor concerto, and 
opera “ Figaro’s MarriageV also formed one-'pf the' 
features. 
-- Ferdinand Schumann, oner-of-Robert and. Clara, 
_i*s sons, died at Gera in June, aged 42 years. 
3 . ides tl e tbr d ight rs of k; s'* pile 1 pi ii th k no 
remains bnt one older son, who has long been afflicted 
with an incurable brain trouble and spends his days in 
..... . .... "i__i« ■■'■■■ . 
Musicians”), L. W. Mason, of Boston, Mass. (“ Music in , ■ . . . . 
Hyllested. 
The American Composers’ Choral Association offers 
two yearly prizes, in tne form of two gold medals, the 
first of the value of $100, for th. best cantata with __ _ 
accompaniment; the second of the value of $50, for the rated^rSalzburg on July 15th-17thi 
best part-song. Compositions ([anonymous) with a ... * 
Sudsoeipsioij Bates, 8i.G0 pna Teab (payoMe in cdvomos). motto, and a sealed envelope with composers’ name Mme, 
Single Copy, 15 cents. may be sent to the President, Mr. Charles B. Hawley, the 
a com bav deaid I that all rota® fl> ra > a *’v pe he - M< - oil f I 3olI ge of Ml ie N. Y. 
esponsible mtil arreai gea are paid > ad their - pees a e wdes 1 tota * 
diccontiimed Tse Michigan M. T. A.’s fifth annual meeting took _ __ 
THEODORE PRESSER. place at Grand Rapids,-June 80th, July 1st and 2d I Schumann 
* under the direction of President J. H. Hahn of Detroit. 
E ?e i read by M. W. Chase (‘ Some Needed_ 
Reforms"), J. W. Oliver f“Some Thoughts on Teach- ■.; ; 
ing"), O. W. Pierce (*■* A Broad General Education for seclusion, ' , . 
' ' ■ ,
the Public Schools"), and N, J. Corey (“ Wagner’s Debt Mr- Oyidh Me8in « to »e fari 
to the Greek Drama"). W. H. Sherwood was one of summer and will return to Ame 
th lany pianists heard ai d h Ameri an composer Rccomp nied by hi P®» ’ 
represented in the music of the three days were nnmer- 10 herself a violinist, pianist, comp 
ous. Among the organists were: A. A. Stanley, Ann conductor. The lady comes high! 
irbor C N Cblwell, Gi nd Rapid , P L iTork ' 0sei Godard and .amen an< 
Detroit, and P. G. Rohner,' Kalamazoo. Vocalists were members of the next season s Mnsu 
also numerous. , This troupe will sail for Australia i 
1 . j Musra will make her fl mer c m * 
fOEEiGN. - playin her own compositions oh p: 
Joachim was sixty years old on June 28th. conducting an original symphony. 
■'Clementine De VsRJS,^sa,ng An-the Richter concert,*.;' . ...' ' ■__ 
London, -July 6th; • —y:;r'" 
T cha w ii will b ng ove a Russian choir wbenj TEAOHIMG. 0LASSI0A 
he i itnrn to * m ri • ne it fall ‘ ..— - . 
The new Richiwd- Wagner “Society at Milan _ numbed Teachers of music' coniplain that 
150 members, while one in Turin has 640 members. take naturally to classical music. I 
Massebet has been requested to write^au opera based ones are so emphatic as to say the 
on Scott nib >rtl for the nex Covfnt Gard i set f scold ind worn 
BOn the same. ,What_ is he. to do ? ii 
^ _ .... in no worse position than are instrii 
y:;T^tHnei>f'i|l^w^!4*^ohengria’’:'perf:irn;snce at the jects. The young pupil does ot-1 
Paris-Grand Opera has finally been decided upon. It jjje beat literature. The young pu, , 
wilLj^kje place nex^September. j branch of art, is not the most artistic person a teacher 
Mi **’, X Ai 5NS, of Clevelam hi i gh n anothi f’ s“®* s 
concert devoted to American compositions abroad, this This must be taken for granted, and as a hypothesis a 
h , a ‘ . - 1 ■ reasonable course of mstraction should be undertaken, 
time at Sondersbausen, Germany. ^ ^ There are good pnrsery rhymes and good-poems of a 
- Madam 0a«r:4so- lias played in 120 concerts daring the simple nature,, ana the wise .teacher of literature begins 
0£ farewell past season, appearing In Switzerland, Russia, Germany,1 with these and hopes to succeed in making his- pupils 
Austria and; Scandinavia. She will spend the summer appreciate Milton and Shakespeare later in life. In 
in Paris. 1 . 1 music, youthful natures, if honest, indicate themselves 
Miss Leonora Stosch, a new violinist, will visit in their tastes. Music ® briS,^ J111® ^methinl 
career for her. pieceo from the classics with a decided melody Youth 
" Madam DeJF’achmann played Chopin’s E minor con- has few sorrows, and It is a most natural child that is 
certo at- the London Philharmonic concert on J one l27th,, gay and likes gay things. There is’time .enough for him 
and Miss Zelie Be LuSsan sang with Mr. Barton Mc-j to weepibye-and bye. The simple and emphatic thing 
Guckin in. a duet from "Thorgrim" by Cowen. in flrt jie ;g able to grasp and hold, hut exercise iu the 
, , .... , , simple leads him to the complex. If a student will luro 
, the brilliant pianist, who will be heard auyth;ng ;D music, there is something joo( 
ter that will please him and cultiva! 
’ plane. It is nueh better in n. 
not to go beyon the pupil. Let tyy student always 
k that - than in after years the 
jau.uo.-uv U. Vo.u«».v ---K-r-- —^ — - so often sacrifice, in difficult compositiohs, 
stein the Cross of the Order of Merit, and the Csar deco- «the beauty of the emotion expressed to techmque. lt is 
rated him with the Cross of Saint Andrew on his recent pot necessaty-to thwart nature in order to teaqa music, 
retirement from^^the St. Petersburg Conservatory. Rnbin* but only to develop in accordance, with it, .X €tif}S¥ 
stein has definitelv left the latter citv. Music and Drama. 'g. . 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.rAUGUST, 1891. 
A BSontbly Publication for the Teacbera and Students of 
' Music. 
MUSICAL ITEMS 
Europe to take part, in the Newark and Milwaukee 
music festivals during July. , . 
Agnes Huntington will return to this country for a 
short season of twelve weeks, next winter, as her Lon¬ 
don Theatre will not be ready before next March. 
The New England Conservatory, at Boston, held its 
commencement. Last year’s pupils, 1800 in number 
bailed from 21 states and one foreign country, India. 
The Mad i Square Ga n, season c. - 
concerts by Ti : lore >iomas and his Orchestra began 
on Monday, July 6th, and will last until August 16th. • 
Mr. Gustav Hinrich’s new American Opera Com¬ 
pany i eting with much success in Philadelphi, 
is i w in its 2d m ith and recently produced Gou¬ 
nod’s “ Murilla’’ for the first time in that city. 
Dr. Frederick Louis Ritter, died suddenly, at 
Antwerp, Belgium, July 6£h. He has been the director 
music at Vassar College since 1867 and is well ks.- 
a com ir and the author of sev al historical worki 
muslc* Paderewski, l__ r . 
The Indiana, M. T. A. held its fourteenth annual in America next winter, was born in Russian, Poland 
session at Muncip,. the third week in June. 'Among the in 1860. His chief I packers have been Lestdietizky. 
essays was that of Prof. John Towers ■ 41 Some-Good Mme. Essipoff’s husband, and Frederick Kiel, the latter 
and Bad Musical Methods.’ Mr. Hylleatecl and Mme^ in composition 
Bloomfield played.- , ; The Emperor of Germany has conferred upon Rubin-! juipil may not.
The Sd biennial meeting of the Illinois^ M. T^ A. wag 
held at Jacksonville, June 80, July 1st and 2d.v r Among 
.the essayists were 0. Blackman, Si L.; Fish, Fred. Wj 
Root, Mrs. S. Robinson Duff and Annie Morgan; The 
ETUDE 
LEIGH SUIT OF THE PIAH0 
SECOND LETTER. 
I want to know-how many different minor scales 
there are; name where hal£steps occnr in each. Why are 
the half-steps found where they are ? Why is there not 
but one bind of minor scale, wit 3 same ii de¬ 
scending as they are in all major scales ? Of course the 
person who first wrote the minor scales had some reason 
for putting the half-steps where they did. Now, why 
was it? P. L. MoP. 
1. The terms “great” and “small” are the transla¬ 
tions of the German terms “ gross” and “klein,” which 
are the equivalents of our terms, “ major” and “ minor,” 
derived from the Latin. They refer, in reference to 
scales, to the characteristic intervals—the third and sixth. 
The major scale lias s major third and a major sixth, and! 
th n n •>- s ;aie hi - i m >r third - id .* r i nor si th, * e 
other intervals remaining the same as in the major scale. 
Substitute E fiat and A flat for E and A, in the scale of 
C major, and yon will have the scale of C minor. This 
answers, I think, - the • second and third questions of 
“ Subscriber ” in the simplest way. It is easy enough to 
reckon the order of tones and semitones from the scale 
'itself. .. - . . a ’’ .. , 
The form of the minor>scale given above is what is 
called the “ harmonic ” form ; it is In -common use as 
'the basis of rmnor^l aony. But it has an awkward 
intervah-between the Bixth and the seventh, an aug¬ 
mented second, or step-and-a-half. This is frequently 
avoided in melody by using a major sixth and seventh 
in ascending and a minor sixth and seventh in descend¬ 
ing. This is called the “ melodic ” form Of the minor 
scale, as distinguished from the “harmonic,” because it 
makaa better melody by avoiding the unmelodic interval 
of the augmented second. 
Let me illusfarate 
1. Harmonic minor scale of C : 
C—D—Eb—-F—G—Ab—B—C. 
2. Melodic minor scale of C: 
(d) Ascending : C—D—Eb—F—G—A—B— 
(b) Descending: C—Bb—Ab—G—F—Eb—D—C. 
The melodic form has the minor sixth going down only, 
and the major seventh (leading-tone) going up only. If this scale had been adopted, as it would have been 
These are the bnly two forms df the minor scale in if the early Christian theorists had1- known as much of 
common nse; although some instruction books (Rich- the Greek scales as we know now, 
ardson’s, for example) confuse the matter by writing been no occasion for the terms “ major ” and “ minor.” 
the melodic form ascending and the harmonic form The two principal Beales, C major and Greek Doric, 
descending. respond exactly in the order of tones and semi-tones. 
An older form of the minor scale has a minor seventh The Doric scale having the same order in under inter- 
as well as a minor third and sixth. It is now obsolete, vals that the major has in 
The scale of C minor in this form would appear as fol- terminology is C oner-scale, E under-scale, 
lows:—■ employ precisely the samef melodic tones and-precisely 
C D Eb F—G Ab Bb C. the same chords. They are exact reciprocals; as much 
More of this soon. alike and as strongly cdntrasted as masculine and femi- 
The C minor scale is what is called the “ parallel ” nine. The one has its natural point of repose, from the 
minor oInC major, differing from the major scale only melodic point of view, on the upper tonic; the other on 
in the third and sixth. The “relative” 'minor of a Jthe lower. The one ha$ its chords gronped round 
major scale differs from it only in a single tone, bnt has “major” chord as tonic, the other round, a “ minor” 
not the same tonic or key-note as the major, as has its chord. 
parallel minor. The keynote of the relative minor of Efforts have been made in Germany, by Von Oettinger an, 
any major scale is the sixth of that major scale. Thus and Riemann especially, to rehabilitate the under-scale make 
the relative minor scale of C major is A minor. In its and restore it to its natural position ; of course, not to theboard 
original “ pure ’-’ form it had no tone not to be found abolish our , present minor, tint to add the true under- 
in C major. But the “ harmonic” form supplanted this scale and its harmonies to the resources of our modern 
pure” form, and the seventh of the minor scale is now music. My own “ New Lessons in Harmony ” is, so far 
Greek Doric. b n understand them. They.are among the wiseacres who 
are always proving their spleen at the expense of their 
— The natural harmonization^if this scale is as fol- wit. — 
lows:— .. • , " . ■ ' ~ T ’ ■ . . 
_IF JUSTICE TO TEACHERS. 
<§[ -&— 1 In no other profession is there such rank i njustice in 
regard to business . matters as in music. The average 
business man seems to think that the teaching of mnsic 
is something undertaken for the fan of the thing and 
} " mr: - ; ] that the teacher can live on the treble clef and breathe 
a> g-7; 1 in sastenance from the air he plays on the piano. Pupils 
contract' o take lessons a; 1 are asBi - I certain If- le 
for certain days, to the exclusion of other applicants, 
possibly. Then the pnplls calmly allow any trifling 
. excuse to break their engagement and. seem to think 
there would have | the teacher onght not to charge for the time. All they 
can understand is that they have not had the lessons and 
cor-l ^ ref* 3 should not be charged for them. This hi 
n specially noticeable this year, for the.pre ce of 
the “grippe” cnt down the lesson list very greatly with 
... all teachers.. In cases-of prolonged sickness, there is a 
over-intervals the natural legitimate excuse, of course—Tor the teacher can,. if. 
T\ . kW£ opportunity present tself fil in th* va .1 n * h 
another pifpii; but in the cas of the* 
c jet there is no more re . why a te ion 
“ mak np” a lesson, or rei It the c. 
there is for a hotel to ex - traveler who is invited 
ont to < and juently miss >ne .seal. The 
hotel don’t o it—the te tnght not to do it. 
-T1 trouble i that there can be no concerted action 
a I on snch matters by te chers. In onion there is strength 
—and if the achers < d only-get together and agree 
among iems res upon a >licy, they could force it 
; ;but jy coni l’t rely on *?ich other 
-lyhoir. Spn . ody’s necessities ts ou!d compel him to 
_1 j concess ns and the whole scheme , ould go by 
r ? the trouble In this wo ld. There isn’t half 
bance for half oft ) people. T - grinding present pr©- 
3 the 1 froi lot goot 
liea r. 
weight, so here, one does not come to the appreciation noting every missed effect, not only to point it out, bnt tian, and a lover of, 
of these master works ready made ; one has to grow als6 to show the manner m whic^ - thettrne effect can be. —From The Tempo, 
there. The musical child must think as a child, deepen obtained. This takes time, and very likely" an hour will - . 
as a youth, and only in due course of natural growth pass'before one has gohe through a page. Eventually, * Tha^hts «^y< 
reach the stature of a man’s joys, sorrows, and cares, however, by this method,-the pupil will come into a style 
r H JB B T D ID Hi 
THE BEAL AID THE A00ESS0EY IF MUSIC) ^e-dritioil attitude is not the attitude for the recep%, will be observed according to the readings already given \ 
STUDY, i:;;^: f■ tion of art. Not thinking “about,” but simply “ enjoy- in the manner noted, and the performance will have in 
y i- ‘y:-;--i—-v y ~y- ' mg,” is the form of consciousness in which one experi- it something original, peculiar to the player’s individu- 
bt w. S. b. mathews. • ‘ ences with a Beethoven, a Raphael, a Shakespeare, ality, because the playing will be actuated by feeling, 
. The form of'mental/state ailed Intuition is the pn« in and therein, take on little niceties of effect due to the 
Tub real thing in the study of music is Music’ itself; which ,art is received into' consciousness with least toss, nneonaeiouB modification of touch by the feeling; and, 
•the1'ability to feel it, enjoy it, reproduce it in such a way The German word answering 'to this English form is equally with this Action of feeling there will be other of 
' as to enable ©there to enjoy it ; to understand it as a ’‘ Anschanung,’* meaning a perception'by simply looking an inner kind, as the intelligence Is quickened by the 
form of literature—in other words, a form of expressing at an object—especially by looking at it with the inner feeling. This is the story of artists’ interpretations, and 
soul, and a record of soul-types, moods, experiences eyes, as distinguished from the outer eyes, which depend the explanation of the well-kriWn fact that they never 
and raptures, recorded here in notes for oar enjoyment, upon such and such yisnal impressions, whereas the play the same piece well twice exactly alike. The slight 
by many great and specially gifted sonls. When one inner eyes see things which the outer organs fail'to modification of feeling changes the interpretation in 
knows music in this way, one is a musician in the true notice. This is another name for the condition of soul various little particulars. * ■ 
sense, understanding music. Such a person, if he have which religious writers know as “ faith,” meaning there- Even Bach has finally to be learned in this spirit, 
within himself the awakening of musical fantasy, and by not so much an intention to regard some particular although we generally give his music for quickening the 
the talent or gift of grand moods and deep feeling, may dogma as .true, as a general state of soul, in which the pupil’s intelligence in the treatment of motives. The 
himself in turn enter the ranks with the great ones who good is taken into the soul without question. In our first concept of a work of Bach, even of one of the little 
have gone within the veil of music’s mystery—not led by critical modem life we miss many “ angels unawares,” inventions, should be a purely musical concept, in such 
some one else, thinking and seeing only such matters as by reason of toomucbdiBposition to test them chemically, way that the music presents itself to' the pupil’s mind as 
the leader has seen and set down in notes; but origin- or in a scientific spirit to find out whether indeed they the expression of feeling and spontaneity; only later 
ally feeling, seeing, and saying somewhat upon his own be genuine. In other words, just as the necessary con- should the art of the treatment be analyzed. When the 
account, which in turn he sets down in notes mirroring dition of growth in religions life is a state of faith, so a analyzing begins it should be thorough ; bnt after it is 
this inner fullness, to the end that others may enter into condition of open-hearted ' mnsical receptivity is the completed and the pupil understands as mnch of the art 
the same state with him, and share his joy. All this is prime prerequisite to attainment in music. The produc- of making the piece as it suits the teacher to teach at the 
to be miisical; and every one .in so far as he is mnsical, tive attitude of mind, musically considered, especially in time—then the piece has to he reconstructed in con- 
mnst attain to this, kind of measure of mnsicality. This the first steps, is the serious, the confiding, the deep, scionsness, all these niceties of thematic treatment being. 
is the goal towards which all study should tend. First, And this is one of the first conditions of sonl to estab- relegated to the background as much as they areinthe 
to appreciate, next to reproduce, then to originate. All lish as a vantage ground for farther progress. It was for. .performance of a Beethoven Adagio, 
these in music, as the expression of feeling, imagination, establishing this state, or for promoting it, that the selec- This brings me again to the point from whence I set 
and tonal fantasy. Whatever conduces to this form of tion of pieces in my first book in Phrasing was made; out, namely that we are in danger of analyzing too mnch 
musical' attainment is proper and legitimate; and impor- and in a still lower plane, I have aimed at the same and reasoning where mere receptivity would give ns 
tant in proportion to the degree in which it hastens the thing in the still easier pieces of the Introduction to larger and better resalts. I ani not opposed to intelli- 
growth of musical life. Whatever retards, hinders; or Phrasing. A majority of the pieces are rather slow and gence in playing or in teaching, but I am opposed to 
diverts from the growth of a true musical life, is by so serious. These slow and serious melodies do not present having anything else whatever take the place of real 
much an excrescence upon-the course of training, and themselves to a child as stnpid. Have yon ever con- musical receptivity. When this attitude of sonl has been 
should give place to something more to the point. sidered what the seriousness of the child means? It is established, then as much analysis as one pleases; but 
There was a time in the history of musical instruction the reverent' openness of sonl, awaiting whatever th'e never so mnch as to occupy the attention while the 
in thiB country when everything went to the practice of future may. have in store. To the child the slow pieces poetry of the music is in question. 
playing. There was no intelligence in the playing nor of Reinecke and Gnrlitt are of the' same weight, rela- —- ■ . - _ 
in the study. Music as a form of literature was a sealed tively, as the slow movements of Beethoven to children att A t tpta A ttaw ap fT1 ArnTTPUS 
book to the players. Fifty years ago the average Ameri- of mature years. They are to be taken into conscious- ^ VUALl.fcAUAlJ.OJs UliJ.liAUJn.iiES. 
can pupil played no master works whatever—scarcely ness in the'same way and the .effect upon the.soul is the u l g h’clendon 
knew that there were such things as master-works. Then same. They have in them something of the peace of the .__ - 
came a time of cheap music, when master wprksDvere Eternal. —I^ere appears to be a mistaken idea extant iA this 
almost the exclnsive subject of study, and"fhis without For understanding pieces of this kind, analyses are of mnsical kingdom of ours that anybody can teach music 
th slightest system ©1 grading and preparing for the rery little help The division of periods ma; »e no : • i acceptably whe has a re iat at I. goc voict and a fair 
higher attainments to be- made later. Upon this state and later^that into phrases; but in the beginning the fo^res ?ou°d b^tmced^riecri^^th^oorof tSs fatel 
followed an era of Technic, when exercises became the child should think simply of the music. The piece mistake. We will admit that a well-trained voice and a 
main ingredient of study. It was the natural consequence should be played over, several times if need be ; if any thorough knowledge of rudiments are indispensable, bnt 
of the return of certain American students from Enrd- peculiarities of touch are needed for producing some ^ these are not preceded by a character that is .above 
pean conservatories. They had gone there without specific effect, it must be taught. The progress of the [®acher ^nh^uesttenabTe chlracto Siyaflourisheforl 
thorough technical training and the main ingredient of thought as to intensityand climax must be brought to time, but a collapse will come sooner or later. Be ad- 
their practice had been, or seemed to them to have been; realization, partly by repeated playing, and partly by monished, therefore, to watch your daily deportment. 
exercises. In many cases they left their studies too soon, closer observation, quickened by questions. Only when ^ofession name> an<* thereby honor your 
before adding to the foundation the literature of music--fie first idea of the piece in this, its purely musical C ThTteacherXould be a model for others to imitate; 
-which had all along been intended. Hence an epoch of aspect, has been gained, is it helpful to bring in any of pleasing address, and not haughty ; able to ingratiate 
exercises in America. secondary ideas of motive treatment, harmonic motives, himself into the favor and confidence of the best class 
Upon this followed the present state, in which there or anything else requiring the attention to be diverted “ever promise 
seems to me to be in certain quarters a disposition to from the purely mnsical' consideration of the matter in ^ teacher should have the ability to impress with 
< > pot ! tht 0 he ban power each lesson, presenting only as mnch at a time as 
study of mnsic itself. In other words, we are in an era It is the same thing in the study of higher movements, can be thoroughly digested and retained in the miiids of 
of criticism. distinguished by the profundity of their expression, such the^tudentlf ES 
When I suggest the study of music instead of the study as the slow movements of Beethoven. The first concept A teacher should also be a Btudent* with an abundance 
about mnsic, .I do not mean that a pupil is to be pnt at of the piece most be its purely musical one; derived from of good musical literature at command, being thoroughly 
pieces and nothing else, Btill less to the study of pieces hearing it played in a serious manner, with depth of conversant with all notations, systems and methods, ...' 
by great authors and npthing else: Nor do I mean.that..touch and feeling. When the pupil has heard the piece 
it is in any sense a disadvantage to a pupil to be able to in this spirit, and likes it from this point of view, then of information's unworthy the title he bears, 
analyze the form of the pieces he studies. Bnt I do mean he may study it'for himself until he begins to get some- The teacher should be in possession of a very large 
that the ability to analyze the form constitutes'exactly thing out of it. The piece is played to the teacher, amount of good, practical common sense, ever ready 
the same part of appreciating a Beethoven or Schumann always without interruption until it is quite finished (un- ^dwingissistaS 
movement that parsing the syntax of. Browning or less, indeed, the study has been so fatally defective kindly excusing real or imaginary faults of others. ^ 
Shakespeare constitutes in appreciating the beautiful as to amount to an entire misconception, in which case I will conclude my remarks by giving a definition of 
idearf of these great writers. And just as inliterature, it is as well to stop the playing as soon as the fault the words “music teacher” (as lunaeretenil it): 
wbmBiim appreciation of the great masters rests upon appears, and pul the pupil npm t fee true clue), after- “v 
3 of pi andli g ter wi I is to be ‘ gone over with ft ;n it interruptions, 
BY W -B MATHEWS.
QUALIPIOATIOH OE TEAOHEES. 
L. G. M’OLENDON. 
more than he is able to perform. 
A teacher should have the ability to i press ith 
; u
  t l  i t  t i  i  t  in   
theoretically and practically; who can justly claim ev 
adorn the lift of an ex> 
■ « i   -—.- :-1 ■ • — - / v - — --pi 
ith the outlook that goes with maturity . , of performasce iD which t? 
: 
: i l ■■ 
- J 
148 TH ,31.: 
SHALL I COMPOSE? performances and solos of selections from his latest and creating is a real experience which can be indefinitely 
——— , by no means best operetta. “ Poor Jonathan.”, Excel- repeated by those who have the artistic faculty. ' It wab 
by henry t. fiNOX. 7< ■ lence, indeed; has unfortunately very little to do with this pleasure that consoled the great composers for the 
- : success in literature and music, in very many cases, and neglect which was their lot during their lifetime. In a 
In the preface to the collection of “ National, Patriotic it might almost be set down as an axiom, especially in subsequent article I shall discuss the question: “ What 
and Typical Airs of all Lands,” recently published by music, that the best pieces do not enrich their composer Shall I Compose ?” - ... 
order of Secretary Tracy, of the Navy Department, Ike during his lifetime, but their publishers after the com- . • - ■ 
compiler, Band blaster Soub&} says that it was his lnten- poser s death. This is true in the case of almost all the BOYHOOD OP THE EAT MAftTPHR 
tion to give a few examples of the best modern patriotic - German composers, from Bach to Wagner. On the .. ' 
sones of our land, but that he was compelled to abandon other hand it cannot be denied that some improvement T . - . \. 
his project, for the reason that he discovered such a has been made in this matter, and meritorious com- struck with the wonderful ability they displayed in child- 
great number that no volume of ordinary size could con- positions do not have to wait quite, so long, for recog- hood. Mozart’s child life is, perhaps, the best known 
tain them. This calls attention to the fact that. Besides nition as they did during the first half of this century and instance of, this, having shown his passionate love for 
about a score of American composers who are generally before. m?aic at fth® early aSe of thr?® ^ars; he composed a 
“ . . , ,  m v , , . , , - minuet at. four, and a year later wrote out what he 
known to the musical public, there must be an army of Teachers and others who wish to compose for profit composed. Then, at six years old, he traveled with his 
"minor aspirants, who write melodies in comparative are too apt to be discouraged if their first three or four father to the different courts, playing the piano before 
obscurity, somewhat in the way in which European pieces’are returned by the publishers as not available, the pobility, who were amazed at the. Bkill of the baby 
folk songs were composed by humble musicians Or Perhaps they would be less surprised if they knew that He b^rto learntriouHLuZl 
amateurs whose names are now unknown. Indeed, 1 even in the literary world, wfiere the demand tor new years old, and the piano and singing twelve months after, 
am convinced that, just as every journalist of ability is matter is so much greater than in the musical world, not Under Mozart’s instruction he became at nine a marvel- 
supposed to have in his brain or his note-books the more than one novel is published of every fifty that are Ions pianist for his age. Beethoven, the greatest of all 
plan for a book that he believes will make its mark in written, andlhat of the manuscripts sent to magazine ^afa^exclS 
the literary world, so every ambitious music teacher and editors hardly two per cent, are accepted! But it is Some day you will hear from him.” The Bach family 
~ amateur has dreams of becoming renowned some day as well to remember the lesson taught by that, little verse are celebrated as musicians, and Johann Sebastian is 
a composer; and these dreams, with their attendant which we all memorized from our first reader: “If at regarded as the flower of his race for his beautiful work, 
pleasure, of hope, atone for many weary houre spent first you don't aaeeeed, try try again.” For not only' 
over dnll pupils. may the tenth piece succeed, where the preceding nine Copied by moonlight a music-book that had been denied 
It is probable, or .rather it is certain, that the number failed, but its success may be so great as to float those him by his elder brother, working over it Bix months, 
of these aspirants to fame would be considerably smaller nine also, so that they have not been kept in the desk in Handel’s youth is another example of. the strong love 
if more of them knew againBt what enormous odds they vain. This happens in the life of most composers, and *° His mther wished him^to become a lawyer, 
,7V XT . ,, . . , a. 11 L, and discouraged his desire for studying music, sending 
have to struggle. How great these odds are, can be accounts for the fact that often an “ opus 20 ’ appears from the house all the musical instruments. But the 
faintly - realized by looking at the Publishers’ Trade to be (and really is) an earlier and less mature work boy managed, with the aid of his nurse, to get an old 
List Annual for 1890. It is almost as big as a Webster than an “opus 5.” Like young doctors and lawyers, piano into the garret,, and then, when every one was 
Unabridged, measuring about six inches from cover to composers must expect to wait some years before their 
x " •usauds . pag • nt <i nothing >ut labors b< imi n m > ra .,Y. relati who was employed then * >v *Handel we - 
the titles and prices of books published by the leading i It must be said frankly, however, that no one whose dered into the chapel and soon found the keys of the 
houses in America. England, France apd Germany sole or chief motive in writing music is money making organ. The duke heard him and urged his father to 
have even larger lists, and each of these four countries will ever turn out a great composer. A. great artist is foJ®Sia^?5owSIt write?h itdSe?8ySS 
adds an annual number of about five thousand volumes guided by nobler motives, and never hesitates to sacri- Handel wrote hymns; which were sung in the principal 
—or twenty thousand new volumes a year. For any flee his personal comfort and income to ■ his artistic churches of his native town, Halle. In the Schubert 
book to become especially conspicuous among all these ideals; like Wagner, for instance, who might have household the father and his sons spent the evenings, 
rivals, old and new, it must be very remarkable or very revelled in wealth all his life had he continued to write* ^ranzfthe°younge8t'bo^when St'ten yearfnl^took 
lucxy inaeed. operas in the style of “Rienzi,” but who prefered part and played with taste and skill. Mendelssohn 
BY HENRY T. PI K
BOYHOOD OF THE GREAT MASTERS. 
In reading the lives of the great musicians one is 
str ick v ith t e w idei hi abiiitj tl j displ lyed in eh Id- 
k d  l  
If our'-musie publishers made up a similar collection poverty in exile, combined with the liberty to compose played the piano with ease at eight years, and when he 
of their catalogues it would not, perhaps, be quite as according to his own ideals. For humbler artists there ^as a little older composed quartets, and even con- 
, ,,. 7.. m , T. , . , ,, .. j. . , ,, . ,, w ducted an orchestra. Moscheles, the dear mend of 
large as this Literary Trade List, because music pub- are three motives for composing, each nobler than the Mendelssohn, played a difficult sonata of Beethoven’s 
lishers are less enterprising than book publishers in lust for lucre—namely, the desire to. benefit one’s self, at seven, and played from memory pieces be had heard. 
Moscheles play, and was graded as one of the finest 
song-writers of Germany;—Wagner’s love for music 
sprang up somewhat in the same manner. He heard a 
,
handling new writers; but it would still be a most bulky the desire to benefit one’s country, and thirdly, the When Robert Schumann was'ten years old he heard 
volume, the more formidable in view of the fact that a pleasure of creating. As my space is almost exhausted, oscheles play, a  as graded as one f t e finest 
_hnndra&4)eiBQiialate--aiLinterest-..in .literal™ -to -on„-—.- ESZZtT&XSl 
who cares for music. It will benefit a teacher or amateur,to compose, even symphony of Beethoven when" a'boy,: and eagerly began 
Faint hearts will be prompted by a consideration of if he never gets fame or profit in return. Just as no one to study music; seven years later he wrote a symphony 
these facts to answer the question, “ Shall I Compose?" can half appreciate the full charm and power of the himself, which was well received. Chopin, the gifted 
in the negative. But faint heart ne’er won fair lady or literary style of Shakespeare, Heine or Gautier, unless he nia^yfeara oldl ^Hsrt was open?y carerBed^y'theprim* 
fame, and no one who really has the creative spark in has himself tried to write poems, plays or stories, so no for his rendering of a certain piece at nine years old, 
his breast will allow bulky Trade List volumes or othgp-'musician can folly appreciate the beauties of Bach, and became the pet bf~the musical people in Vienna, 
obstacles to arrest his march for a moment.1 there is Schubert or Chopin unless he has tried his hand at com- Hiller w™te a ™ndo. at eleven, and appeared in public 
consolation in the thought that most of these countless posing, or at least at copying, like Cherubini, who Clementi^ualied1good pfenute'at n?ne°f Havdn IriedTo 
publications are as “ ephemeral as the articles in a-daily copied the scores of the great masters all his life, and at compose a mass at thirteen; Paganini played the violin 
paper.* Like annual flowers they bloom once, and then his death left about four-thousand folios of such copies, at seven; Meyerbeer gave his first concert at six.— 
o -t .
'Ther r<>te ro at eleven, and appeared i  public 
. . . . n. , - . , a year later. KoBSim composed an opera at sixteen. 
: , , m enti equall  ia is s i  ; t  t  
 -d
i
■ indeed That a musician Can benefit his country by composing Davenport. __ 
b D un H n m  Ha *7 . . r —’ *7 -— 
7 . A ...  
Qi ( 
i 
disappear from public notice; and very few c
attain the dignity of perennials. But it is no reason for seems less obvious, but it is no less true. For are not 
not raising new beds of .flowers every year, to say that the Germans, the French and the Italians proud, and 
this year’s pansies and roses will be just like last year’s, justly proud of their great and minor musicians and 
We take pleasure in them all the same, and once in their works? Is not America proud of the great men of 
| 
[Davenport. 
GETJDE IDEAS OF MUSIC. 
There still exists in this country a crude, half-civil- 
a While a new variety makes its appearance which we letters she has produced ? And will she not be equally ized class of men who pretend to look upon music with 
all hail with delight. Heine’s “Thou art like a Flower” proud of the great musicians whom she will doubtless Bome degree of contempt, regarding it as a sort of 
, , . , ■ j e .u . ,. , .1 . ,, . , . „ „ womanish amusement hardly dignified enough to occupy 
has beemrset to music 167 times, and some of these give birth to during the coming centunes? Therefore, a lord of creation. 
melodies are excellent; but perhaps the 168th will be will your humble contribution be gratefully received, " It is odd that this American notion that music is for 
better still, and displace all the others. What is true in and if it proves of lasting value,-you will be regarded as girls only is the direct opposite of that entertained by the 
lithTotnrfl ih t.rnp in mnRifi. that fl.fiv crivftn in liin whn nna most brilliant nation of antiquity^ The Greeks consid- literature is true m usic, that any given idea is his ho one of your country’s benefactors. brilliant nat 
. .. -n, , mt c 1 , 3 . . . , . ered that boy a dunce who could not sing and accompany 
expresses it m the most poetic manner. &very one has The final and conclusive answer to the question himself upon the lyre. -Every boy, whether gifted c" 
a right to enter the contest, and to the victor belongs “ Shall I Compose,” will however depend on the way in not, was obliged to study music, just as our America 
the spoil? which composing affects each individual. If the work -girls are often forced to do. And it is likely that th 
-This question of “ spoils” naturally presents itself first seems nothihgTi'nf BiMrouble and drudgery, drop it, wKnSS 
ib a country where, the dollar is the national fetish, and take up something more congenial. Remember 8ame providential dispensation. Plato was rath* 
Fortunes can be won with music, as with books. The what the poet has said—that if you take no pleasure in severe on the harpists of his day, and cohdemned t‘ 
composer of .“Listen to the Mocking Bird” has made creating, no one will take pleasure) in listening to yow florid music of that time in no mild terms." H6-|>siiIfh 
more than one lianirei thousand dollars with that one After all, Schopenhauen.^as right in insisting that list *' £rtheSaak of muliHs now too Mgh'in th&hiemr® 
simple piece, and MiUo'eeker-SM received half that mm feme, but the, pleasure of. creating is an author’s chief ofto.admit"of any: rude,' ultra- 
firom America alone as his share of the profits on-the .reward.-■ Fame is an illusion/'trat the ■ pleasure of meat—0. JL Daniel, 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS 
3Sg 
Mathews’ Popular History of Music. Price, §2.00. 
Mr. Mathews’ new book is now ready., The adyer- 
isement in the previous issue g re a idea the g < i 
covered by it, but he has 'since enlarged it to 612 pages, 
12mo,—having been induced to do this rather than con¬ 
dense the latter and more interesting parts of the narra¬ 
tive to the extent which would have been necessary if 
the original dimensions had been retained. The work 
is intended to serve three purposes : First, that of tracing 
the course of development through which Music has 
passed. Second, to give the personal stories of the 
great composers of all epochs, and to define "the real 
place of each in. art. And, third, that of being to some 
extent a manual of musical literature, such as every 
student wishes when lie becomes interested in the works 
of some one composer. Besides the biographical-par¬ 
ticulars and the kind of works composed by each 
_ master, he desires also to know which of his works best 
illustrate the greater points of his merit, and in what 
respect they differ from similar compositions by other 
great composers. All these, we judge from, the advance 
sheets, are accomplished in Mr. Mathews’ readable vol¬ 
ume to a degree quite gratifying. The book is.about 
the same size as Ritter’s Student’s History of Music, 
but the personal^siographies are fuller, and the arrange¬ 
ment of matter in Mr. Mathe^g^book is different. In 
the preface he says that he has had in mind the needs of 
the student having only one book about composers and 
he Mb orj of musi . He has sought to a ing togeth r 
in this volume the particulars which such a student 
« ml 1 fi Bit de ire to find. H ; ha i hi de f e - nil ol < 
the standard histories, and there is also much original 
matter in the work, the result of the writer’s own inves- 
tig itions Th qu< si on oi priq ity betwee ; Thalbei.. 
Liszt, Chopin and Schumann as innovators and intro¬ 
ducers of the new school of piano playing is one of these, 
and he -arrives at conclusions which seem to be we 
supported ' ; 
'»«r graphically andfron a liter ..... ,! cl’ > > th 
book is the most attractive that has appeared from his 
pen. In a subsequent issue the work will be reviewed 
as its importance deserves. It is now ready, and the 
advance copies ordered will probably reach the reader 
at about the same date as these pages. The price has 
been increased to $2, but the advance orders will be 
filled~atthe price originally^namedf The book~cbhtaihs 
four chronological charts of the greatest composers, 
Italian composers, German composers, and writers for 
the pianoforte^ There are 117 illustrations of different 
kinds , many of which are rare and interesting. 
"WISDOM OF ] 
( onduct 1 !■*' Bei*s MeljBOi l. > is. 
MENDELSSOHN’S EXTEAOEDINAEY TALENT. 
Op Mendelssohn’s extraordinary talent no one familiar 
with his music could entertain a doubt. Few men could 
have composed in their youthful days so charmingly 
perfect a tone-picture as the Overture to a Midsummer 
Might'8 Dream, or in their maturer years such oratorios 
as Eliiah and St. Paul.. The melodious Songs without 
Words are familiar In every drawing-room ana the part- 
songs in every club. Of musical theory, Mendelssohn 
was bo perfect a master as almost to be its servant—a 
paradox easy to understand. But some one condensed 
a deal of wisdom when he remarked: “Mendelssohn 
never forgot ha was a gentleman.” Surely one may be 
a gentleman and yet forget it, and the conscious thought 
of eingoneis ivat . . 
.h was, t a remarkable di 
Mendelssohn’s musi neve ed> it never rose 
ove its human source a*' tough tnsp: ration had lifted 
the composer above his every-day self and every-day 
life—unless this be suggested once or twice iu his ora- 
ioes L apt er of his 
symphonies. His musk whole, was beautiful and 
the w as enjoyed it as it will 
continue to enjoy it for years to come; but one Men- 
>hn is quit is works 
s the profound undertone vhich sorrow and trial alone 
mn give, and which Mendelssohn, fortune oly (?) circum¬ 
stanced as he was, never knew. To be “ made perfect 
through suffering” is the price which even genips has to 
pay, and without which perfection never is approached, 
great; but whe 
L Id.1 
Hurry is. only hood for catching flies.— 
—Some mejY'profess cream and live skim milk. 
I u her. 
—One good mother is worth a hundred schoolmasters. 
Georg t,'Herbert. 
■—He who knows but little, and knows it, knows much. 
Charles D. Stewart, 
Each .is.,architect of his own fortune.—Thomas 
Tapper. 
I love the flowers because I can see so much of God 
in them. 
The beautiful rests on the foundations of the necessary. 
-—Emerson. 
Whatever one learns drudgingly is poorly learned.— 
A. F, Goodrich. 
—He that thinks his business below him, will always 
l e above his busi less 
—Wrong-doing is a road that may open fair, but it 
leads to trouble and danger. 
Knowledge gained in 'the actual doing of a thing is 
your own.—Thomas Tapper. 
^-Complete concentration it is that should be striven 
for. This is education.— T, A M. ’ 
—Ars et Labor are synonymous terms, and the artist 
is the most gifted of all God’s creatures. 
It is the pianist’s touch which distinguishes him as 
much as the quality of voice distinguishes the singer.— 
Mehdttm. . 
—Melody is, and ever will be, the flower of music. It 
is at once, the first and last, the primitive and most ad- 
vanc ed stage t f m ai Ami - > . 
—Never fear to bring the sublimest motive to the 
mallest duty, and the most infinite comfort to the small- 
|st trouble. —Phillips Brooks. 
No ari falls fratlloss; noaeean toll 
How vast its power may be, 
Nor what results unfolded dwell 
V ithi a it ii mfc j , 
—Greville Bays that a good ear for music and a taste 
for music are two very different things ; and so is com- 
- \ ndmg3fld enjoyiu svct o iect of tens ind. sen¬ 
timent. 
—“ A musical thought is one spdken by a mind that 
has penetrate I into the ii most heart si the tbiu| * de 
tected the inmost mystery of it—namely, the melody. 
T. Carlyle. 
Whatyou are morally; ; u will be artistically; so much 
good and evil here, so much good and evil there; the 
duality is always perfect, you can never escape it.— 
Thomas Tapper. 
The study of the “ History of Music,” supported by 
the bearing of the master-works of different epochs, is 
the safeguard against self-conceitedness and vanity.— 
Robert Schu ham> 
Any fool can make a brilliant technical display, bat 
none but an artiste, in the truest sense, can interpret the 
simple but pregnant thoughts of the mind and heart of 
men -G. B. Cady. 
—Not an hour but is trembling with destinies; not a 
moment of which, once passed, the appointed work can 
ever be done again, or. the neglected blow be struck on 
the cold iron.—Ruslcin. 
Success as a musician does not mean pecuniary suc¬ 
cess. There have been very rich musicians who were 
not successful, and there have been very poor musicians 
who were.—Dr. L. Damroseh. 
Look about yourself and yonr place in music-life, and 
what you are doing, how ■ io it, ad fnrther- 
uore, if you rinj a into 
all year activity.—Thomas Tapper. 
The Americans are making wonderful advances in the 
»n ■ 
the United States .will rank m os© of the most earnest 
and enthusiastic fosterers of art among all the nations. 
A nton Ru rinstt ii, 
Harmony is > stndy not solely for composers but for 
everybody who- roads or hears ma&ic, so that they, may 
understand and enjoy it. Otherwise, they only gaze on 
the gaunt skeleton of the art, without feeling the warm 
breath of its sonl.— 
EEQUIEEMENTS OF A FINE PEEFOEMEE. 
BY CARLYLE PETERSILEA. 
“We set up” (we are quoting some remarks of 
L. Kohler in his “ Clavierunterricht ”) “ the lifeless 
•tc test ore on ;yea. No! onlj a ve v to go j| i> 
the mechanical labor of reading-—we have to bring to 
bea^ all the power of our intellectnakfaculties, which 
mnst b on< itrat d on th* musi* I ft l is-; r- have 
to be quick t< app late all *.v e ine » >i all th< 
beauties of the work. It is our privilege to interpret 
many a charm whi lto the ;■>„ •» need *i hast • p 
remains a mystery. A refined performer will have all 
his sympathie ai ' ct lability rased bj od pieci 
physically as well as mentally. The intellectual and 
technical features of the piece will awaken a correspond¬ 
ing movement in the intellect and^pE the technical power 
of the performer, to give them liffStnd expression. The 
s ul •. the piece! es m its ] din»th > lght; ite strudui 
or outward form is displayed in the time and the rhyth¬ 
mical expression; its warm blood is represented in the 
i ly n 1 0 lent i nsi ’ : ft 1 t cir< late h >ugh it ; 
its nerves are shown in those particular^xpressive lights 
ad shadows, ho innume Me < se its w icl ai nee* - 
saiy to gi he propel - * s «> ) harmony, m Ic ^ 
at i hythn liras re si tha there is '< g « piece 
a real life likethat of the performer, and that it is abso¬ 
lutely necessary for an adequate interpretation of a 
master-work that the performer should possess high and 
varied qualities.” 
Mozart said in his quaint manner: “ Three things are' 
7iece tsary for a.good performer; ” and he pointed signifi¬ 
cantly to his head, to his heart, and to the tips of his 
fingers as symbolical of understanding, sympathy and 
technicafreadiness. And truly Mozart was right; intel¬ 
lect, feeling, and technical execution must he united if a 
really good performance is to be the result; if the 
technical execution is guided by the intellect and warmed 
by the feeling, the key-board will cease to be merely a 
dead and cold mechanical contrivance. By the warm 
touch of the finger the key must, as it were, be trans- 
formed into the tone itself; and not the keys, but the 
tones they produce must be felt by the player. The touch 
of the finger represents the intellectuality at whose com- 
mand ~tbe~tone Bprings-fortfa-at^-the-performer’s—wilkp 
soft, hard, shrill, mellow, .tender, subdued, massive, 
smooth, quiet, trembling, according to the chanMng 
phases of the work which has to be rendered. The 
electric or magnetic fluid of oar intellectual capabilities 
must 4 < itei uptedly and nm< itelyi >u fing rt 
, nd for thi mos im or :>r t r« so , too gr 
of attention cannot be devoted to the effectual and system¬ 
atic training and development of our technical execution. 
Schumann says with truth, “ Of learning there is no 
end ; ” and every one. who loves pianoforte-playing; not 
. - mei w n - - sent c itim 9 sak . 1 agree .will 
that intelligent composer. “ To enlist the most finished 
v hnica . mtion i \thi service of tl fine, ted ij niii n ‘ 
should be not only our motto, but also our continual ef¬ 
fort. The great composers have left us a rich legacy in 
their nnsnrpassably fine works. Let ns show that we 
duly appreciate their liberality, and let us testify bur 
gratitude by devoting our best energies and capabilities to 
the realization of their noble ideas.. Schiller says — 
" “ Earnest ia life, and cheerful still is art.” “ 
And we may without presumption paraphhse this 
sentiment; «and say in conclusion — 
“ If In thine art tby striving be but true, 
• Thy life shall saihly be made cheerflil too.” 
POETBY AHD PIAHISM. 
Among the manyjessential qualifications of the mnsi- 
cian, the grandest of all is a poetic imagination; it 
reveals 4© him .many beautiful things that elude the 
l observer. It is this faculty t it enables the com¬ 
poser to catch dJ ,ie8 tha' are for- 
and singiuj s eas . It is this., 
es him to jyond t e limits 
le.c n t j and ig us 1 iderful revelationa of 
music.that faH around ns like a b: ’.ediction It is the 
same faculty that enables the poet to interpret the whis¬ 
perings of the voices that “ pursue him by day haunt 
him by night,” and the pianist must possess it, if he 
would io nversewitht ©com 
NEWYORK STATE MUSIO TEA0HEBS’ ASSO¬ 
CIATION NOTES. 
Mr. S. N. Penfield has been re-elected President of 
the New York State Music Teachers’ Association. This 
will be his second term of office. 
Mr. J. F. Yon der Heide, of New York, has been 
elected Secretary aud^Tj asi rer. 
The Programme Committee is as follows:—Cbas. 'A. 
White, Albany; J. R. Brewer, Brooklyn; F. W, Reis- 
berg, Buffalo. 
There were represented at the Association meeting the 
Virgil Practice Clavier; the Janko Keyboard, and the 
invention of the Vilotech, an instrument invented by 
Mile. Brousil to do for the violinist what the technicon 
does for the pianist. 
Mrs. Clara E, Thoms made * successful impression by 
her fine playing. 
The next meeting of the Association will be held at 
Syracuse. 
The essays of Messrs. Dickinson and Wardner Wil- 
liams were received with general approbation. 
William H, Sherwood played before the Association 
for the second time. His reception was all that any 
artist could desire. 
A gavotte by F. L. Curtis was among the pieces by 
Ai eai composthat were well rec ived. 
The vocalists who were well received and appreciated 
were Miss Tirzah Hamlen, Miss Gertrude Stein, Mr. iW. 
R. Williams, and Miss Forsman. 
Fine organ recitals were given by I. B. Flagler, Au¬ 
burn, and A. L. Barnes, of Utica. 
The violin playing by James Paddon and Ferdinand 
Carri was heartily appreciated, as it well deserved. 
The celebrated Brick Church’Choir of Rochester fur¬ 
nished the choral music for one of the concerts, and the 
Choral Society of Gloversville for another. Both organ¬ 
izations added much to the attractiveness of the musical 
part of the Association’s work. 
HINTS AID HELPS. 
Pupils do not lack strength; they lack will. 
By far the greater part of talent lies in application.- 
Walk worthy of the vocation wherein ye are called.— 
Paul. 
do least. 
Let ns make no vows, but let us act as if we had.— 
Rochepedre. 
—“ Character lives in a man, reputation outside 
him. ’ ’—Holland. 
JBy vanquishing the giants the pigmies will scatter of 
their own accord. 
_I would .rather fce.a man of -genius than a peer of-the 
realm, ■ -- Shakespeare, 
No time is so misapplied as that which is used 
wrongly.—Thomas Tapper. 
To awaken within the youthful breast an earnest in¬ 
centive; is the teacher’s highest duty. 
Good books; like good friends, are few and chosen; 
the more select the more enjoyable.—A. B. Alcott. 
Never become so enamored with your own unservice¬ 
able ideas that you cannot drop them.—Thomas Tapper, 
—Never say anything wrong about any one, unless von 
are quite sure abont.it; and if you are, ask yourself— 
“ Why do I say it?” I 
“Music can neither describe, nor imitate. Musical 
ideas are wholly supplied from inward sentiment, while 
the depictions of painting are imitative, for they come 
entirely from ontward observation. Language describes, 
reasons and appeals to .the intellect; while music can 
only stir up the finer emotions and thus appeal to feel¬ 
ing. Therefore, before listening to mimetic music, it is 
best to hear the composer’s own conception of Ms tone 
narratior in definite language.’-* 
i SEIOi f C LLEGE OP MI IS- 
tioi the examining b d 
of the i 6f sicians was he 
University of New York f, m June 28d 27th. The 
liremeni ring lidates will 
gain < ted )ma - 3 College. Fellows!- 
k, piano ; Fannie L. 
Story, _GL riate Degree : 
Fannie L. S - lenry Tscn k, N. L”. 
Wilbur, P,, ide' e, R. I., erson, 
an Francisco,. Cal., i > W. Green: gfield, 
Mass., Je lie L. Murk' . dj Lynn, Mass., pia The 
annual : >ii for the election of cera resulted in 
tbe selection of the t llowi mnsici ' 
Examiners for the coming year: Piano, Wm. Mason, A. 
R. Parsons, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeislcr, with Wm. H. 
Sherwood and Chas. Jarvis alternates. Organ, S. P, 
Warren, S. B. Whitney, with Clarence Eddy .and A. A. 
Stanley alternates. Theory, W. W. Gilchrist, Dndley 
Buck and Thomas Tapper, with E. M. Bowman and F; 
Grant Qleason i ernates Voice, Louisa Cappiani, F, 
W. Root ana J. H. Wheeler, with F. Korbay and Wm. 
Courtney alternates,: Public Schools, N. Coe Stewart, 
W. F. Heath, Wm. H. Dana, with J. A. Butterfield and 
F. A. Lyman alternates. Violin, S. G. Jacobsohn, G. 
Dannrenther and J. 3EL Beck, with G, Pringnitz and A 
Wa daur alterna s E S3 B vmah of N • Y rk w a 
1 ’e jle< ed for he s venth term as President Robert 
Bonner, 60 Williams; St., Providence, R, I., is the 
Secretary and Treasurer, of whom all information con- 
c ;r«x- ruinationsca b obtai ed._ knimi >rt at 
result of the meeting this year is the decision of the Col¬ 
lege to restrict Honorary Degrees entirely to musicians 
of international reputation, compelling all others who 
wish c join to )as e pres < lb * rmina long 
The next examination will be held in Chicago, Ill., 
commencing on Tuesday, June 28th, 1892. 
GOOD TYPlS OF TEAOHEES. 
BY JOHN POWERS, 
I have examined the “ Normal Course of Piano 
Technic” which yen so kindly sent me, and think it far 
in t vance ’ vj ks of its kir & genera! use.- 
Julia E Niohollb. 
I id the Landon “ Organ Method” an exi (lent 
book; in factpthe best I have ever seen. Shall adopt it 
with my reed organ pnpils. C. G. O’Kelly. 
- ' And here is another of your elegant editions s “ First 
Studies in Phrasing,”- by W. S. B. Mathews. It is 
enough to give the work recognition among good 
musicians to have this gehtleman’s name attached to it. 
There is nothing better for the department represented. 
Too much cannot be said -upon the subject of phrasing 
and producing a singing tone full of expression. I shall 
recommend that the work be used in connection with 
my Instructor. Jas. Hamilton Howe. 
0H°E©IAEj BJOMrHCES.' 
(Advertisements under this heading, will be charged 20 cents a 
line, payable in advance^.-- - ' 
STUDENT of the American Conservatory of 
Mnsic, Chicago, 111., desires position as teacher 
of Pianoforte foirSeptember 1st. Best references. 
Address, Room 420, No. 131 58d St., Chicago, Ill; 
ANTED for September 1st, a position as teacher 
of Piano or Voice. Graduate of Conservatory. 
Several years of experience in teaching. Address, 
S, The Etude Office. 
TTIOREIGN MUSIC CLERK WANTED.—An expe- 
JJ rienced music clerk who is acquainted with the 
German and English language can find employment in a 
well-established house. Address, particulars, X. Y. Z., 
The Etude Office. 
The good type of teacher is the man (or woman) who 
has himself had the benefit of instruction from a first- 
class guide, philosopher and friend, who has, 
‘‘ Scorned delights and lived labor! usdaya.1’ 
Who has fully realized that to be a genuine and reliable 
leader of youth he must himself have done much more 
than have ground out an eternity at technique; who 
has studiously, thoughtfully and conscientiously toiled 
through every school of music in existence, and who has 
again and again heard these various schools expounded 
and elucidated by one or other of those executive giants 
who are now, more than -ever, stalking the whole civil¬ 
ized earth, with an overpowering technical skill, which 
•* jrj • ear <* | row ng nthi gr - rth • nd e gthenii j 
with its strength. Over and above all this; such a teacher 
mi • hays, mori _ »i less con plet Lj m 1st a fcl ihtle 
art of pedagogy, in all its developments and ramifica¬ 
tions, and finally must have carefully analyzed and as 
< art fully • tudii • rei rj ii g hr not 1 naturi • elf, all 
its aspects, and fully have appreciated the import and 
sign ficai c 4f Pope t dj rons • o iplet 
Koo hyse f, pr« ami it i to seas : 
Hie proper study of mankind is man.” 
JPhua equipped (aud it is. no trifling panoply) he will 
be as able as he is, usually, ready and willing, to infuse 
into ils >upil becoming ant leeded v< rence for t id 
mastery over the creations of Bach, Handel, Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Have just examined Landon’s “ Reed OrgapMithod; ” 
am more than pleased—am delighted.^/It is in my 
opinion the best organ book of the d&y. It can not 
fail to please the better class of teachers, for its excellent 
fingering itelligent phrasing nddsorri tness^ In fact 
it is just what we need, a bookefipecially designed for the 
M. C. Baird, m. t. 
KETAIL MUSIC CLERK wanted in a large mnsic 
store in one of our leading cities; none but those 
having extended experience need apply. : Address, 
Mnsic House, care of The Etude Office. 
Edward Baxter Perry is at his summer houqe near 
Boston, preparing his lecture-recital programmes for 
next season* s^Yyork. Among the novelties which he 
will introduce, are “ Forest Reveries,” the latest com¬ 
position of Mr. Ferdinand Dewey, of Boston, and a new 
woik by himself, “ The Ballad-of Chita,*’ founded upon 
a sketch by Lafcadio Hearn in the Harper for April,y 
1888, entitled “ Chita, a Memory of Last Island”. The 
subject is strictly American: the destrnction of an island 
in the Gulf of Mexico by the tremendous^ tempest of 
1866. Mr. Perry’s composition is made up,.® three main 
subjects, interwoven and developed, suggested by the 
sketch. The first represents the .bland summer days 
preceding the storm, days “BornTn Rose and Buried in 
Gold; ” The second,“ The/Yoiee of the Sea,” which, 
as the author says, “ is jtever one -voice, but a tumult of 
many voice- voices, ofdrowned men,—the muttering of 
the multitudinoi^aead,—the moaning of innumerable 
ghosts, all rising at the great witch-caR-ofostOrmsj” the 
third “ tlpu'waltz heard by the Captain of tW“ Stir,” 
soundjng from the windows of the island hotel on the 
of its doom, working up to a tremendons climax 
he wind wal with the sea. 
Mr. Perry has already booked nearly 50 engagements 
for his western tour, beginning September 25th. 
The Landon 1 ‘ Reed Organ Method ” is abont perfect, 
and the only Orgair“Method" I have ever examined 
that deserves the^ifle.' Hattie A. P. Jones. 
I am always glad to speak a good word for The Etude. 
It is an invalnable help to both teacher and Btndent ; in 
fact, no'"progressive teacher can afford to do without it. 
It i'm ts all that V s bei n sai1 a its ft ror, and desi ryes 
all the success that its moBt sanguine friends could hope 
for. " Edwin 
Ihb E uDe - cons dei 1 fa and awaj ” the Hesfc 
musical journal for eithei eacher or npil, published in 
America. F. R. Webb, Director of School of Music. 
One of the ladies whose subscription I send you in 
renewal, says: “I wonder if The Etude editors know 
how much there is in their magazine, even for me, an 
amateur of over sixty years of age. I like it better and 
better, music and all. ' I could not do without it,” -Hi 
CONDUCTORS OF CHORAL SOCIETIES are re¬ 
quested to send for list of Cantatas, Part Songs, 
Orchestral Parts, etc., formerly belonging to a promi¬ 
nent Choral Society ; for sals cheap; Address 
_---- SUMNERS ALTER, 
26 West 16th St., New York City. 
E take pleasure in announcing that Mr. Thomas 
T per i en aged t< teac ; * Boss N Ti 1 
inc S hool :< Mi 1 He is so well knoi : «. the 
ea <-«■ if ' Etude that i of his na e will 
create a general interest. - 
Other ( - ne t m d will soon I 3 added ic faculty- 
—The large building Tos 1 id I6f rremont S . 
Boston, occupied| bj he Mason fe Hamlii Organ and 
Piano Co., has become even more musical, for the well-" 
known musical publisher, Arthur P Scl midt, 
a pari of the large basement and also room for an office 
on. the main floor. _ In the basement Mr. Schmidt has 
fitted up a c >y reception roi i for tbe use of the many 
musicians who • frequent his quarters. What ytiiM the 
Mason #5 Hamlin Co., Mason & Hamlin Hall, Arthur 
. Schmidt, and the Be ton Conservatoxy of Music 
'(upper 1 >orj, 1 may be safely termed the Musical 
Building of Musical Boston. 
mi : 
AmUmde §©§tenim1l;<n> 
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editioi With Chopii i i adit , any .of his pieoes, ex- OGSTOERT PROG 
• ncertos, taken np. Waltzes fir3t, --- 
noc les, sc' >s and then Baylor University, Waco, ! 
certos I in ,n also 1 udied in con- Paroles >’Amour, Ganz; ( 
by james m. TRAtJT. nection with Chopin. Hen Belt’s etudes, Op, 6, are Imprdihjptu^^, 5, Schubert; Aspiratu 
- ‘ • musical, and cap all be nsed for concert purposes as well 
as technical study. For the farther perfection of octave Tarantelle, Pieczonka; Rhapsodie ] 
Ona last paper left off with the commencement of playing, Kullak’s studies are undoubtedly the bent, but Liszt. 
Cramer’s Studies.- ‘These celebrated studies, are often the1 first should be used, as it furnishes the- proper Wesleyan Musical Department Wil 
taken up too-early in the student’s course. Both Dr. examples for obtaining correct legato and staccato play^Jab^i ** Overture Weber* Ch i 
Enorr and Pr rto.be ing. Those sindtn i who only i ud be fail Bargeil; Sonata Pastorale, Op. 28, 
stu edtil dementi’ ha< mefits which author intended and *“Chorus of Angels” from Eli, 
perfected, because they required a finished execution, should be derived from his studies. In the European Dances, Dp* 12, Moszkowski; Slumb 
Billow’s edition is the one most used, and as he has laid music schools ali. students must work from the founda- ^™nni Ostrow0 Rubinstein 
down in a markedly distinct manner, how they should be tion upward. In this country nearly all the students ’ ' 
practiced, we will not offer any suggestions differing want to. begin at the top, for they wish to accomplish Normal School Chapel, West C, 
from him. Dr. Enorr, who was a perfect master of everything in the shortest possible time. Short-hand, 9v®r^Jre’ ^n?,sy 
Cramer’s studies, required his pupils to play most of steam-power and electricity are all too slow for the Bendel• “Robin Adair’’ Female^hc 
them with pennies on the back of the hands. Of these, majority of American students, and this furnishes the by D. Buck; Lichtertjanz (from Opera 
No. 4, Enorr’s edition, C minor, demanded a great deal reason why so few become good pianists ont of the vast hands, Rubinstein; Tarantelle, Do 
of hard work. I accomplished this feat under Enorr and numbers who study the piano in this country. In fact, ®P* (Orchestral accompaniment 
can still play it without dropping the pennies, as I can no good American pianiBt, acknowledged as such, can beer 6 B8° ** ’ ° er ’ - ° ° 
several others. I do notrecommend this course, because be found here who has not' received most of his instruc- « f m • t ’ KTh 
it makes the hands look stiff,, though it.is good practice tion from abroad. This is not from any fault of the in- orserva ory °J 1891 
for those students who have acquired bad habits from struction, for we have as good teachers bere as in “Impromptu Waltz,” Raff* Yoi 
too much freedom in motion. I am a firm believer in Europe; the fault' lies with the scholars themselves, Madre,” (My Mother), Campana; P 
Czerny because he was the moBt successful teacher of because they refuse to comply with the teacher’s instruc- Mazurka,” GodardPiano, Rondino 
his time, writing most of his Etudes for special objects, tionB. Out of the vast number of scholars I have in- ^el » Sonata in A major, Mozart; Tw 
which they attained. structed, 1 have not found more than one m ten who parmer. pjano «‘Tam O’Shanter ” 
A teacher who has given us aLiszt, Thalberg, Dohler, were willing to study as directed. Those few who have Concert Waltz, “On Blooming Meat 
Wilhnarr, DeMeyer and other great performers, cannot followed my advice have become proficient* while the Thursday Evening June 11th, 1891 
be ignored, though some of his studies may have become others, as a matter of course, have failed to be materially jfe^rolie*”11Godard^Qm 
old fashioned from having others of more recent date benefitted. The only reason we know why it is neces- Arranged; Piano, “ Swing Song,” 
take their place. Recently, we have had sent us a selec- sary. for any music student to go abroad to study, is/ “ Dance of the Elves,” Spindler; 1 
tion of Czerny’s etudes which we can earnestly recom- because such students must obey their instructors im- W°hlfahrt; Piano, Spanish Melody 
mend in full. They are by one Heinrich Germer, and plicitly, or they get no instruction. For if an American Le^aburn*npianoS,“ La GraleBohni 
edited by H. W. Nicholl. They. comprise selections teacher was as strict and fractious as most European ish^Dance ” Moszkowski. ' 
from all of Czerny’s most important works, arranged in teachers, they would lose their entire business within . * . 
a progressive, compact manner. Vol. I is for upper ele- six months. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that there Conservatory of usic,Tiffi 
mentary grade, being selected from Opus 261, 821, 699, is no reason why any student who follows the course we O ^3mBeethoven •' Tarante 
189, 829, 849, 835 and 636, in all eighty-two studies, have marked out should not be considered an accomplished Nicode6*' “But the Lord is Mindful o 
EDUCATION OF PIANISTS-Mo. IT 
(Concluded.) 
1 
ir^ ;? ^'i I y- Wl^mSSfiM 
' • In these Publisher’s Notes' we mention publications 
!*. andmusical goods that are of interest to teachers and 
music students. In these aimouncemehts we are careful 
not to overstate or to say too much, or praise too highly 
the articles offered.^ Our motto is* “ Everything better 
than advertised:" Besides the mere announcements, 
we aim to describe, or give an idea of what the purchaser 
may expect in the article under consideration. 
be similar in form and about the same in size. Thesub- ^ Makv teachers of the present day ignore theory entire* 
jects treated are entirely different^ A table of con* ly, claiming that itis unnecessary, and that so long as the 
tents can be found: in.the advertisement Oh page 168, of papil is taught technically there is no need of going into 
this issue. ; ah explanation of the more profound principles that -• 
- . underlie all musical performances. To tell a pupil that 
a piece of .music having one sharp for its signature is in 
The jreat work of Dr. Ma n, Vol. II and III of the key t G, and not explain 'he necessity fort e sharp. 
“ Touch and Technic ’’isal y. Vol. Ill will be is to leave the papil wi 10ut & reason for the faith th&s 
issued first. It will contain the comple exposition is in him. If the pupil can learn to igard .. tone not as 
os acc to the stem. The af,independent unit, but ra er in its uiale i elationship, 
comPlete 38 are ia the hands much will have been gained t rd making his study 
f .the printer. The Arpeggioj we are expecting to intelligible, consequently i ore enjoyable. This can be 
deliver by the first 'i sptember; the Scale wilM low accomplished only by a thorough understanding of the 
soon fer; is book of, Octave flaying will not b istruction o ihe scale, a qualific aon that is absolute- 
fiuished until ' -ttr >n Firs work, is undo lbtedly the i- ne oi d become an'intelligent reader, 
greatestv n ianotech t has ever een written; It will hardly be considered an absurdity then to olaim 
thousands of progressive teachers all over the land are that the teacher of piano playing- should be a music 
leaking way from the < id-time meth l teaching teacher as well, a<* i that his ipils should be so instruc- 
n ac< rd*n£ *€’ aniy and Lebert and Stark, and te(j as t0 enable then ,o understa . what they play ; for 
-besides appe ing to the emotions, -nus: c is an intellec¬ 
tual science, a fact by ae way, often overlooked by not 
a few who undertake to teach. 
But the e is one print upon which the average piano 
pupil is particularly deficient as a rule, and that is, a 
vui bpcuitt* uuci »»*!! uc .uuuu uu pajjc xu. U. uuiH ciear comprehension of the relationship existing between 
it will continue only a short time longer. For one dollar the major and minor scales. 0ne rea80n for fchis d;ffi_ 
the four volumes will be sent. For detail of special offer, cnhj i apprehend is because of the custom followed by 
see page 157. so many teachers of having their pupils-learn the two 
scales separately. Better results are attainable if the two 
“What in the world shall I do next?” is often the modes are learned simultaneously. Let the major scale 
thought of the teacher in giving the first lessons to a an<l its relative minor in both the harmonic and melodic 
beginner. He wishes to convey correct impressions, forms be learned at the same time and the pupil will get 
that will make a true foundation for the musical struc- a better understanding of the relation of the two scales 
We make a specialty of furnishing the best editions ture; he wishes to form habits that will lead to thorough than can be gained in any other way. Pupils should be 
of music. We order pieces of other publishers, but of and rapid advancement; he wants to say the right thing, thoroughly drilled on this point, until they are able to 
that publisher who has the best edition of the piece, and and leave all else unsaid ; he desires to hedge in the way, construct a scale of either mode in any key. 
not of the publisher who sells the cheapest gotten, up, so that there will be no possible chance for the pupil to Dr- Lowell Mason used to tell us that the major and 
edition. It is our ambition to. be, the headquarters for go astray; he feels the necessity of presenting new sub- minor scales are as closely related as man and wife, an 
the best musical publications for teachers. To this end ■ jects in their logical order; he wishes to teach on true illustration that will bear repeating here for the benefit 
we employ the best talent for editing that the world principles, leading from the known to the unknown. those who, before reading this article had never be- 
affords, and spare no expense or pains, to have the en- With-the-great majority of teachers it is a very difficult stowed any thought on the subject. As to. how far the 
graving, printing and paper of the best possible to obtain, matter to accomplish this. While they may know the ®tady of theory should be pursued by the average piano 
Our subscribers have the special advantage of copies of whole ground thoroughly, the necessary steps of the true PQP^» mast depend upon the mental and emotional 
our best pieces in the music pages of The Etude, which method do not seem to come to hand. -All this and nature. _ ■ ■ 
gives them the opportunity to see and know for them- more, is most carefully laid out in Landon’B Reed Organ A philosophical mind will absorb-all that the most ar- 
selves what we are publishing. method, which we shall soon issue. dent theorist could desire, while an emotional tempera- 
Quite a large percentage of piano pupils have formerly ment, receiving its impressions mainly through the ear, 
■ " ~ ■""" played the reed organ, and any teacher who makes a cares more for the effect than the cause. It would seem 
_ .. - . ... - ,, n i, specialty of fine piano touch, knows how. difficult it is to necessary, however, that there should be some knowl- 
wmk aOmmsnbscriberrwm reclivTcircula™ from m ■ get 8ati8factoiT vaults from such pupils. The fault lies edge of the1 primary chords, including their inversions 
‘, . rrp' in the pupil: ver having been taught touch, even the and progressions. Even though theoretical instruction 
S0llC.1!1 £ .pa r°“agL °r co“1”g t5enb°" e organ touch. Thdt this is so is clearly seen in the great should go no further than this point, much will have 
month o ugus . e are in a be ter con ition ©make . 0f organ pupil8’ playing, from its complete lack been done toward making our pupils musicians as well 
up selections of music than during the busy season It * * P P .-as performers, besides giving them an insight into the 
would be o j. convenience an an ad antage if our ^ the abov@ mentioned Method, technic is thoroughly mysteries of the art that will stimulate their ambition, 
patrons won sen m orders unng August or the ^orked Qp> and that in an interesting manner, not by the and possibly lead to undertakings that would not have 
JkUdMe “ihb iSi aidof dr? exercises. The result is that the pupils play been dreamed of if, instead of combining the two, the 
relieve us somewhat when the busy season opens. Please bet1?r than where no touch has been taught, and intellectual had been sacrificed for the mechanical alone. 
state size of class, what studies are most used, and the they.already have the elements.ofpiano touch, and sue- -— 
proportion of easy and difficult music. Also the style, cessfully transfer their musicalwskill to the piano with PAnrN™ 4WnPi*v™ 
whether popular or classic, and any other information comparatively little practice. This is a point not to be From The Echo. 
that will assist us in making a proper selection. We lightly thought upon, as nearly every organ pupil plays Xns parental knowledge and taste for music is not 
hope our subscribers will give us a liberal share of their Piaa0 more or le8B at one time or another. extensive, yet- it is, far in advance of that of a decade 
.. j i ■ _ 11 . Another feature of this method is, that it teaches pupils ago. There are now many parents who are capable of 
<™ danog the next eeason. . to do fteir own MnHng, notwithetnnding it is fail of j"dging, in . mump at leaat, of their ehMren'a pro- 
, ,. , ,. .. mu i. j u e gress, and the number is daily increasing. ' lhe pupils 
- notations pnd directions. The whys and wherefores are “ho>’for variouB reasons, have taken to-day the last 
I given and many pieces are left with simple hints, for the music-lesson.they will ever receive, possess a'knowledge 
The new work by Thomas Tapper, “ The Music Life pnpil to work ont.with the aid of his own musical know- of that subject far in advance of their parents, and when 
sad How to Succeed in It,” is on the press at the present ledge. Phrasing is made a prominent subject as aom as *bey come to assume parental responsibilities, wi 1 m 
jimtiag,' sM will be positively-ra th.e, haads.of those whs maeical pieces aroused, and with Iks eSmhm esprsa-^ tke progpe8g ||j8i| efilldreii are making, a-v'l 
have subscribed for it ip advance, by the time^the next; sion is successfully'taught The, pupil who studies this turn become1 more proficient than their parents. 
are taking the more modern and artistic system of Dr. 
There are two works that we have promised our ad- Mason and his school. We have yet. to hear of a single 
vance subscribers some time ago, namely: Vol. II of case in which the system has not.produced the best 
“School of Four-hand Playing,” and the selection of results. We would strongly urge all onr patrons to pro- 
Songs withopt Words, by G. B. Cady. These two works at least one copy of this work for private study, 
have beenknfortunately delayed. We wish onr patrons 
at they will be m in time, we 
:ly aska little indul snee. Wet not like ) 
the pi icatior of any « iThe more pi ashing we 
do the greater is our conviction that haste is not con¬ 
sistent with thorough work. We hope to have these 
works ■ ready before the - Fail teaching has ‘ thoroughly 
begun. 
, his Singers uj >. earth 
With’sc ogs ofsadness and; of mirthgi 
That they might - uch the hearts 
i bn 
CULTIVATE THE IMMXf ATIOlf, fOBTHI OF COM IEHT. EAYDI’S TQY SYMPHOIY AID ITS ORIGIN, 
BY H. SHERWOOD YINING. 
In musical composition every phrase has a meaning, 
and in order to bring it out clearly, every tone must have 
a meaning, and must fill its proper relation to the pre- 
ce< ag t d following 1 "he puvs: the start 
SPECIALTIES. Haydn’s famous “ Kinder-Symphonie ” was com- 
The Travelers' Record gives a reprint from Robert posed in 1788. Herr Phol, in his iife of Joseph Haydn, 
Burdette, with the-following editorial comment:— recently published, by Breifkopf & Hartel, Leipsicj thus 
'* ' accounts for its origin,:--: 
Mr. Vanderbilt pays his cook $10,000 a year, my hoy. At the festivelyAiecbrated fair we see the country 
which Is a great deal more than we get because he can People making their purchases forithe 1 ius< and family, 
cook, that is all. Presumably because he cm. ’cook Eitcji«i, cellar, living-rooms, and their inmates: ill 
mmi m encouraged to seek after- & comprehension of - a » .. % * n t* are thought ;ot; . A moMej^mroiig there im one 
musical exnression till he can feel iust that delicate J - than any .other man in America, that is all. If praises his wares, every 6ne seeks and finds what he may 
musical expression tin ne can jeei just tnat aeucate Monsieur Sanceaffrav cm,Id coot inWaMv wall and i_ 
gradation of volume, and emphasis, with which each ahoot a little, and speak three languages tolerably’well, 
tone must be produced in order to render a passage with and muM pTmA\ Mt gort of Bermon? and know 
true musical feeling. something about horses, and could telegraph a little^ he 
A keea imagination seems natural to childhood and wqW| get ten thousand a year for it; he gets that just 
by drawing upon this faculty the. teacher can awaken a becauge be knowg bow to cook. It wouidn»t make a 
child’s interest, and lay the foundation for musical and cent,s dMference in hig gal if be thought the world 
poetical conception and interpretation. It will be a wafl flat and that it went aroand itg orbit on wbeelg. 
great help in this work to give pieees from the beginning There,s nothi Hke knowing your bn8inegg throngh> my 
which have musical content, enlarging upon the charac- boy> from wither8 to hock> whether knQW ■ ^ 
teristic meaning; if the piece has no title it is an ex- elge Qr not What,8 the d of knowi everytbing._ 
cellent plan to give an appropriate title, and make a 
little story to fit it, as in the following examples for 
characteristic styles of little pieces:— ' [That is one side of the shield—the only one if earning 
‘‘A Boat Songcall attention to the boatman’s P?oney is the only thing men are, in the world for. But 
song as he dreamily rows along, accompanied by the it takes one step out of this rut to be a useful companion 
: S' —'AAAA AA.AA-aAA :vcAA'-A; A A- -A A A-■ ... ; i . --'A'- ' - J '': i '' a A tAA AA"’A’A A A' 'fi _ 
Monsieur Sauceagravi could cook tolerably well, and want for himself and others. The lover thinks of his 
shoot a little, a  speak t ree languages t lera l  ell, sweetheart, and she of him; the husband of his wife, 
a: d . bold preach a fai sc-)f «- inon ant know !' ie , *- ’M’" '’A ,s '’h ' >r- ',? then are 
so ething about horses, and could telegraph a little; he w?nde?s°a?0und they proceed ^Tmabe^^selSn^and 
wouldn’t get ten thousand a year for it; he gets that just whatever produces a noise of some kind they are sure 
because he knows how to cook. It wouldn’t make a to hke best, ©ne of the boys imitates the notes of the 
cuckoo, anothbiPblows the trumpet, a third has discov¬ 
ered the screeching night owl,, i fourtl exerts limself 
wit a.i >*■*< but drum prt Jt c«, mo e noi > that 
all th'e rest. Haydn (for he, as a matter of course, is 
boy, from withers to hock, whether yon know anything aJaon8Bt the crowd) is in the best of. humor, but more 
else or not. What’s the good of knowing everything.— anythi?g else. is the children, who 
„ , & b j b with so much genuine enjoyment are meddling with his 
Jsuraette. art. H« buys every ane his favorite instrument and 
LTh. . ai . o io.d-to .,r . .nn. t”“bee 
m ss . tbom, ihci .pbwesvhfe^ 
a _ _ __: __i _ /• ,1 » it v /* i - • •• *__ •_• ^ .-Ti--' . .» : • ■. 
oiling e and ocl ig b at * the meli Ij r '* 
be naturally brought out, and the accompaniment will 
doubtlessly he smoothly played without receiving undue 
importance. 
“A Hunting Song;” the clatter of the horses’ 
 him, seizes pen and paper, and adds to the various in- 
and neighbor, and another to be a good citizen of a strumental parts, by way of cementing links, those for a 
republic, and a longer one to be such a father as a man i?7°rk.filli8\ed> he summons, a i. . ?. .... •=••••' • ••••. portion ot his orchestra to an important rehearsal for 
should be to make his children worth something. The the coming momingi The rehearsal was an nnusuaily 
narrow and self-enwrapped do the fine work and make 
the discoveries, mostly; the.open-minded and diffusive 
hoofs as the hunters gaily rush along, accompanies their make the world worth living in.—Ed. of T. R.] 
protracted .one, since, for the first time in their lives, 
the musicians, admirably trained though they were, 
broke down at the very beginning and had to begin 
again -and again, in consequence bf ever-recurring fits 
InntvlitiMi rl,l»i n irrn n UA.Alv.vt l/tv. J Q - ---- 1   Al__ gay song, which terminates as they triumphantly swing Even this does not exhaust the subject. In thisage of of laughter. This was Hadyn’s Kinder-Symphony, the 
. • .« 1 .t • •» . . **• 1 . ° ° nlnvT /tf wtnvt/tvtnU/tn A n. Z_A____ A_A _ f¥Tl_ 
into the yard on their return home at twilight; after specialists superior work must be done, or onejs pushed 
a snccessftil hunt. • to the wall. A better motto is, “ Enow all about one i 
The “Swing Song,” and .“.Spinning Song,” with thing, and r good deal about everything.” 
its hum of the spinning-wheel, , would receive the same : No man can work at a single thing constantly and with 
characteristic treatment. In the “ Cradle Song, ’ the intense endeavor without soon breaking down. Human 
soft lullaby which accoinpanies the rocking of the cradle, nature demands variety and recreation, and the profes- 
gradually dies away till the tones are scarcely heard sional man is wise who varies his labors and study with 
as the little one sleeps. healthful,''‘exhilarating change of scene and occupation. 
“After School,” in minor key; the little girl 
on her return from school coaxes to be allowed to have 
a little time for play; she sings very sweetly that she 
has learned all her lessons; and obeyed every rule all 
play ,of marionettes .transferred to ..instruments,.. The 
original orchestral parts bear the superscription, Sinfonie 
BercJttolsgadenms, so called after the well-knowii; little 
market.town in Bavaria famous of old for its toys. 
THE FOLIA. 
The origin df the polka is being discussed in some of 
Furthermore these outside studies give him a broader th?& Farisiaufxjburnals. The universally popular dance 
 r r t r  fr  sc l c a es t  e all e  t view and make him still more successful as a specialist. >a said to have been-invented in 1830, by an; Austrian 
The one-idead man is narrow in his outlook upon his Qpok.who^fiarding herself dull inher kitcben.sang and 
hM learned all er leaaona, a  obeyed a er, rale all ,peoWty aa veil a. upon life, bnt if he add t<r his ^ her"doring“toperfo™aS 
day m school, becoming a little plaintive with her specialty a general knowledge of many subjects, h*e will i she was requested to dance and sing in the presence of 
‘ Prith’ee. let me go.’ This piece will be appreciates be all and more than the editor of The Travelers' Record the composer, Josepb' Nenida, who took notes of .the 
and played with much expression. demands. performance. The polka passed into Prague, then to 
ii r.;»tio .Tni,nn;r.'! ko onmoo ciomniro niov m, - . • . . , . , , . Vienna; and was danced for the first time before the 
 
“ Little Johnnie,” he comes stamping in from play, 
in his high-top boots, and in vociferous tones sings 
his tale, which he enthusiastically reiterates again and 
again, but tired of play all day, his tones at length grow 
softer and slower till at last be drops off to sleep and in 
dreams lives over again the day’s merry fun. 
“The Storm,” this will be tempestnous as the 
storm rages, bnt is followed by ‘ glad and thankful feel- 
‘storm ! of the 
demands. 
There are too many music students who desire to 
make music a specialty and devote their time to this 
study only. This is a great mistake. The student who 
gives from three to four hours a day to music and with 
this does good work on two or more studies at school 
makes more rapid and thorough advancement in his 
music than he would if he did not take these extra 
jitudieB; besides he has the advantage of a broader out¬ 
look, as Indicated above. 
‘ passions,’ bnt if of the elements, possibly a shepherd’s 
song is heard, and vesper bells ring as the son sets clear ~ — 
in the bright sky, while all nature is fresh and Sparkling; * MUSIC A KEEP-AT-HOME. 
the ah jxhilatal.il - 
• “ Little Fairy Waltz,,rmuBt ’be dainty and light as the The old English love of home is a" beautiful thing, and 
airy little sprites come tripping over the grassy lawn and in a climate like our -own we are—ea: necessitate—-for a 
flowers, singing as they go, so light that the flowers large part of the year indoors people, and as we do not 
i v j j . ' , ; . live at hotels, as many Americans do, and do not live 
scarcely bend under pressure, and a breath c - out of doors, a Boulevard soi of life is the French do. 
, , 
Parisian public bv a Hungarian artiste at the Od6on 
Theatre in 1840. Plenty of animated polka music was 
written successively by Lanner, Strauss and* Francois 
Hnnai. But the real polka mania did not break out An 
Paris till the year 1844, when it was danced with great 
success by a aelebt few at the Salle Valentino, in the 
Rue Saint-Honord, the premises now occupied by the 
Nouveau Cirque. Crowds used to assemble round the 
dancers to admire the different pretty figures which 
composed the .;troe>.:. polks: yrhieh. was then: acquired with 
difficulty and was not the simple close and rasping dance 
at present known by that name. So popular was the 
polka in Paris nearly half a century ago that the dancing- 
masters: . had for clients fladies • and gentlemen: of: all 
classes, and even judges, lawyers, and doctors did not 
. ' . • , lis ain o ak s lessons in wha ? a ^ en i ox i lered 
e oW nglish love f ho e is a" beautiful t i , and; one of the greatest acquirements for & ball robin dancer, 
«e f * —Galignani. ; 
large part of they ear indoors people, and as e do not ■ 
blow them vay. _ 
The mind will readily form its own ever varying Music, however, is not'ordinarily the enjoyment of our 
imagery, and as the habit is formed of seeking for evening hours, for England’s daughters too often close Of all the children of the city who practice upon tlie 
. , . .. , . .. ° . their acquaintance with its mysteries and melodies when; piano, says a teacher of wide experience, how many 
musical content, it soon goes deeper than ,ae merely they leave school. They sometimes, alas 1 discover that have the attention of their mothers in the task? It is 
descriptive, and absolute music, that beauty of form, they hafe no ear for it;.; without considering whether remarkable how much time is wasted by young girls, 
and expression of thought and feeling, which cannot be they have exercised much perseverance in their studies, and in many cases by older ones too, in practicing, jnst 
expressed in words, is conceived. “Music is a micro- Carriage, too, seems often an effectual key for most for the want of a little sunerintending carp _on the 
. . ’ , .. pianofortes, and a stray production of some easy sacred mother s or siBter s part. A mother may not know 
cosm,—it is so thoroughly a product of the individual piece becomes the sole relic of “other days. Now- much about music, but she can see when her child prac- 
soul that it is an epitome of life.” 
we must see to it that our homes are bright and happy. 
TEE MOTHER’S DUTY. 
ll t  il  t  it   pcti  th  f ^ 
L- - ti t ii - t e i t k’ i  
nothing brightens home more than a little good music, tices with a bad position of the hand; she can hear 
_________ and if womanhood is at fault in this.respect, manhood ib when the child rattles away at a rate of speed which * 
^ >worse. , Education at our publicschools should embrace causes her to flounder abont, to break down every four 
—There are three motives that move men in art music; When a young man has cultivated some knowi- measures. This much any mother knows to be wrong, 
labors- viz. , Love for money, love for fame, and love for edge of instrumental music, he can spend many-pleasant and could remedy by some daily attention to her chilo’s 
truth.- The man who labors only for money is selfish; half-hours with Beethoven and Mendelssohn. I have practice. If iSsjtimost impossible for the most puna- 
he who sacrifices all for fame is foolish; he who lives known families where this has been a life-joy, and an taking teacher td~kdvance rf pupil who comes, for. 
for the truth is the true disciple. He may not become antidote to evening home-leaving. If style has never! lesson, say once t week; and who praetices w - 
rich, he may not gather fanie, but he is an honest man,, reached perfection, it has risen to the reach of a real ten tb*twelve hours a week. One houra 'wedc.;|ii|| 
and the conBcionsness of this fact is worth more than enjoyment of some of the noblest manic.—Evangelical sufficient to undo what has been 
. money or feme,—Men. : . - . . Magazine. hours of bad practicmg.-*-.¥i«tcal l 
* ..'.V. 
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LETTERS TC TEAOHEBS, 
BY W. S. B. KATHEWS 
During the time I have been absorbed in completing Pnra tne second ear ucn ana nngermg ^ «« nna according to i 3 piece 
my History of Music, numerous letters from teacher® Technic, vol. i, p. 8, there is a note on this form. At v/here the/o«r<^ finger i^used. Thethumb will come in 
have accumulated, wKi(ffi in order to dispose of more first two tones are to be held down together for ^ace if the fourth finger be>roperly placed. To finger 
inickly I will group' according .to the* nature of the about a second before the finger is brought on to the tonically.as onewould sing.would render anew tonal sense 
information or advice asked. I sincerely hope that new ^ The idea is ^obtain the sense of sustaining necessary for all the differentkinds^^dr Scales, and 
the readers of The Etube will pardon this neglect of tone—both parts of the sense—the mechanical as well as yet again other tonal senaer for the* minor^ If G were 
their favors, and not suppose that it had its origin the «***»* sense of hearing the two tones going on fingered by ear, yrhere would D flat be? Oi^F sharp? 
in hiseasib'lity * together. The teaching will not be effective unless To practice"the scales in what you call the toni^form, 
these two elecaents are both clearly brought out. All where the tonic is^always twice the length of thefofoer 
^ purely jeohnxoal quesxxons. themotions, when the time comes tomake them,are tones, is to hamper the training of ttahand beyond com-N 
One of my pupils has difficulty in getting the perfect ma<ie quickly,' but by no means with a jerk. Prompt- ,pute4on./:\;1lirhero'iufo/llre:-^at>8''.m:.madi0..'iii which the 
lmafbe taughtto £dlrJSd^£d°p^foim ifhhrStf ness “ an essential ingredient in a good finger training, tonic lone is always dwelt upon? Do you not see that 
correctly? She can discern the difference between This is ode of the invaluable assistances rendered by the this practice forms the ear and the mental musical ex- 
legato and staccato when others play. hl,m. ■ up-clicks in the Virgil Practice Clavier. pectancy upon a radically false basis? 'Most certainly it 
Mason's Touch and Technic furnishes the best training How is it that, in numbers 6 and 7, the notes on which does. _ Bee farther upoa the development ^ speed, 
e j.fl; u. r» • fL r fn w the mild staccato touch falls are dotted, while in Nos. 4 according to the new principles m the volumes which 
for this sort of difficulty. PrEcti^ngthe clinging touch and 6they are not ? Dr. Mason shortly willbringout. He hasnowformu- 
in immediate connection with the various grades of It cannot be on account of accent, as in No. 2, as also lated a principle which he has been worHng at for years, 
staccato touch will very soon so sharpen the perceptions on every third note of No. 7 the dot is on the unaccented bnt nQt untU recently brought iuto definite formulation, 
or the muscular sense, or both together, that the pupil note, f. p. which places the 80 called tonical’ form8 of the soalea 
will no more think of confusing one touch with the other, It was purely a matter of carelessness in preparing the entirely out sf the case. The metrical treatment of 
or a legato tone-form with the staccato, than she would of copy or jn reading the proofs. The touches are precisely exercises has in it wonderful possibilities. Better try 
confusing swimming with walking. When the difficulty the same in fog two cases. I suppose Dr. Mason put tbe new volumes of Dr. Mason, and use them exactly as 
in playing legato arises from defective muscular sense at them on the second rhythm in order to guard against directed, and I am quite sure that the reBulfWill defi- 
the points of the fingers, as shown by the pupil’s the tendency to prolong an accented tone, especially nitely settle the question in your mind as to how ^some 
inability to realize certainly whether- she is pressing a when it is the last of a unity. The act being finished, things can be done as well as others,” as Sam Slick used 
key or not, the broken third forms, like No. 23, are the mind is apt to disregard the finishing point of per- to sav 
PAIMSTAKHG. 
THIHKIHG THROUGH THE EAE. 
The art of music, when correctly taught, trains the 
ear to finer conceptions of the beauties of the tone world. 
What the eye is to the painter the ear iB to the musician. 
The ordinary pursuits of life all tend to d 
ceptions of the eye far more than the ear. •j In seeing we 
learn to know the difference between objects as wtill as 
the distinction, and so classify with the eye with perhaps 
more readiness than with any other of the senses. Blind 
people show ns often tp-what wonderful extent the ear- 
may.be developed inits ability to distinguish and classify 
tone expressions. This ability comeB from the. practice' 
of thinking through the ear. Of course when this is done 
to the exclusion of the. Sense of Beeing, the development 
becomes abnormal: but we see no general-reason why 
our education should not be so managed as to teach the 
youth to think through either or both the eve and the 
ear. There is, perhaps, no study that will develop the 
sense of hearing so well as music. But even in* the prac¬ 
tice of either vocal or instrumental music the thought 
must accompanythe act, else intelligent conception will 
not be formed.' As-jcopsic is usually tanjghtT think there 
ig not enough attention directed to this point, i.e., de¬ 
veloping intelligent tone conceptions. This can pnlybe 
— EDITORIAL MOTES. THE' DOMINANT SEVENTH OHORD SCJIE1- 
• typjsofTupub. ::-> TIFIOALLY CONSIDERED. 
Inattention, it is said, is the pupil’s worst fault, 
eeds m 3 fro- it lesson to 
teach the p to grs md r t only jnder- 
stand it, but take si ch a hold of it t it it will , e re- 
3 the and takes he ' an ect with I 
so t 1 can gras ib- 
o master a- retain it. 
A cel :ofest r one of the older c lieges, 
in t a jout lg . lanj ter 
lesaonsi’,’fe: lie made ih\i emark: “ "y daughter does 
not know tl te cannot get a 1 u.” in 
her >n . nes giving her extraor- 
dir e-rd 1< . I f -in be a fact. It iB a 
rare ; have a on il who al fs comes 
thoror y pre ired 1 
This matter the tea uer can control in large measure. 
If the c id is at all ii . in music—and it is sup¬ 
posed to be from its taking lessons—there is a strong 
desire to plei > the teac ir, and while t teacher 
shook’ not give lessons too long nor music too d fficult, 
if he will hold up to the pupil an ideal standai , and 
show the pupil how 3 attain it, the pu] rill make an 
hone-1 endeavor to meet his ex bath is. 
v HE IDEAL IN LBT. 
Franklin said, 'If anything is worth doing, it is 
worth'doin,, ell.’’The art s~.;dent must aim ] 
l his proverb <d >. A rthing he c .in art, 
must be done perfectly. To the music student any prac¬ 
tice that falls short of perfection, is worse than 
icti it all, it is not only axwaste of time, but a 
positive detriment to the pupil’s advancement, neces- 
arilysi bee iseofthel 3 of habit. This-is one c 
points tbe teacher should instil into the j upilis i 
durii g the first 1#j ionB. The legin er can do his part 
as perfectly a.1 the rtist, and he is to be tanvht that no 
all. tre-ices are to be made for youth, or that he is but a 
beginner, for whatever is to be done, is to be done from 
an ideal standard. Bat here is where too many 
teachers fail. They ars too lenient. They do not de-14:6:6:7; 
mand eaoogh from their pupils in the quality of work. 
Less might be said about the amo itofpracti buta re-'. ,t 
deal more should be said about the quality of practice* (® : *®), aa found by the 
- and (F-B flat) 3:4 == 
WHEN TO GIVE UP COUNTING. \ 
An old proverb has it, “Thefathers have been eating : _ __ 
soar grapes, and the children’s teeth are on edge.” Bnt This not being 4: 7, we must look fartherfor the solu- / ._, , , ® \ i. ,, ,. 6 , „ ,, T- \ c j ic 3 \... & n —The barriers are not erected that can say to aspir if onr best friend has eaten his dinner; it.aoea mot sat anr toon of the queBtion. IJ ngnred untu. nnaily , j . > j „ e .i ,, 
i , .... ’ , , J ., . ,/■ -rn * * • ■ 7u /o c\ ^1. talents and industry: “Thus far and no farther.” 
our-own hunger. Similarly, it is useless for a teacher I said to myself, if G-A, A major sixth(3 : 5), and the j . 
to count time for the pupil. It is as indispensable that mathematical B flat-C (7 : 8) are added, and subtracted world has no, presentiment that music 
the pupil should count and keep the time for himself, from the octave (1 : 2), the balance wiU be, the degree Higher revelation than all its wisdom and philosophy, 
as that he shall eat for himself if he shall sustain his from A to B flat. The following example will carry it —Ai*t,who can say that he fathoms it? Wh- 
^strength. This illustration can - be truly -carried, /out* It must be remembered that the addition of inter- there capablp of discussing the nature of this great g 
still further. ^ So long as life lasts we must eat, vals goes by multiplication, subtraction by division. - dess? 
and so long as one is learning new music—yes,-playing Major sixth C : A = 3:5 —Music alone usfermman into the portals of an in 
old pieces—-he must count and keep time, even making . The tone from B flat: C == 7 i 8 lectual world ready to encompass him but which he 1 
-a special effort to do so. One might as well undertake . ^ ~ “ , .q never enedmpass:' \ 
to drive a spirited pair of horses vriritoat lines, and wittoni the halftone from A to BOat. e"nB —I would advise a composer rather to be oomtr 
enpoct them to tarn to the loft nod ngh nt btddmg, and a 1} from the ootave } the., »•» •* fetched in his idea. o>hpmhnsrio in 
tnahe his jonrney and return home safely, as to attempt red,lced rt .g/Ltsr fraction hoinj the half tone frl expression of them. ' \ 
learmng a aew cotnposttioo vtthoat cooattog aod think*- ^ ^ g flat] -What snfficss to ona .go, appears to the nSht. 
mg on ^ einncacieso is me. _ As a proof we add these three intervals together, and woeful shortcoming. As time advances Art 
Inyariably; if the pupil finds a passage m which he * "i i± ai: I/ i a '«■■■- v . _au;__ 
. .» , , .. . .. , ... they must make the octave 1 to 2. - advances m many things, 
sees no mnsic, if he will play it in tome and with J - 
marked accent, the content will be manifest. But this is Major sixths : 6 (C to A) -Nothing can be more sublime than todraw^ne 
only one side of the subject. Every observing teacher , ?“n‘°ne ? ! I » to tp the Godh®ad, ^an other men’ a“d to dlffn,se here 
, . . . . . . . . . A—. lOUS 7 . 8 ID tlat to w). ... aovllv lliooa rtntllilrn rpiwa ftLirmnor nklipp mnrtnln. 
'■■■ V : ' BY PEOhQBr 
. __ c1—D1 
Any book of harmony published at this time, not con- D1—El 
taining the scientific explanation of scales, intervals, 
a j chords, and,’ in fact, the most important points of oj. jfi 
aconstics, 3 science of me tervals, hanonih, —B1 
also everything that musical science has revealed, 
is not to be recommended. The real student wants to 
know everything, and he is going to have it, if modern 
books can furnish it. And they do—Hauptmann’s 
Harmonic and Metric,- anil Helmholtz’s , Science' of 
Tone Perceptions, Otto Tiersch’s Harmoniclehre—have 
everything necessary for the modern student to under¬ 
stand musical science. Older- hooks of harmony by 
Forkel, Albrechtfi^rge:, Andr6, Marx, DeLn, Lobe, 
and even Richter, etc., will soon be obsolete. 
The explanations of 'the upper tones, tone /quality or. 
color, the minor cl. srd, dissonance, etc., are modern 
disc-veries, which even the old . tasters did not know. 
A music? an who doc not mow everything that 
.musical exploration has revealed, is only a musical 
■mechanic, f In other sciences, any discovery is revealed 
td^^ thei vforld and '.-accepted''-as A feet; being settled; : In 
music it is generally different. The enquirer and dis¬ 
coverer standing alone, is ignored and todtgeschwiegen, 
Rameau was very nearly the discoverer of the scientific 
"higher | explanation of dissonance, only one more step being 
wanted; but he was ignored in this ppintpajid only 
lately we are able to explain the nature ojf dissonance ; 
n0 | but the starting point must be credited to'Rameau. 
Some people give Riemann the credit of having dis- produce it. 
covered the true manner of making the minor chord, —He who will seem to He somewhat, must really be 
of the when Hauptmann explained it by the-tone relationship- what he would seem. 
mind of the pure fifth and major third measured downward, .. —True art endpres forever, and the trne artist delights 
more than 30 years before. . in the works pfgreatminds. 
As the chief thing in this article, I mention the . ... . . . . a ,. , \ .. , **. ., , . . ., , . —It is one thing to give ourselves up to reflection and 
mathematical, ire of the dominant seventh chord, .. / . .. 
, T, M Tl ' - another»a yielo to inspiration, 
whies I have not seen revealed m any book of harmony. v 
It wouidread C, E, G, B flat, in the vibration ratio, |/-Music should strike fire from a man’s soul; mere 
short, 4 : 7. Bnt the last tone is neither Sentiment will do for women. 
B flatmor B natural^ If C-Fand F-E flat, ortwo-fonrths —It is art and science alone that reveal to ns and 
are added, the seventh^C-B flat is represented by y give ns a hope of a loftier life. - 
•How ngexa lple, 3 : 4 {C-F). —My spherei extends to regions which to the poet 
SHORT SEMTEMOES FROM BEETHOVEN’S 
LITERARY WRITINGS. 
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[Teachere sure invited to send The Etude. short letters on subjects 
of general interest, to the profession, such as studio experiences, 
'trays of working and practical ideas, but no controversial letters wil}; i 
bc ccspted.l : . 
“ MERE TECHNIQUE.’’ r ; 
Many speak scornfully of “ mere technique,.’ ’ and dis-; 
course in lofty tone of “ technique 4 means and pot an 
end.” But perfect technique is not merely a means, it 
is an element in musical beauty itself. A round and 
brilliant trill, a scale of absolute evenness and exquisite 
shading, a rich rolling arpeggio, solid tp the core—-these, 
although mere technical components of musical effect, 
are in themselves beautiful, "just as a perfect ourve or a 
glowing color upon the canvas, is beautiful. The 
curved line and the delicately graded tint in themselveB 
express nothing, they are simply technical materials, 
but they give msthetic pleasure even to the wisest. 
The technical effect in music is still more closely 
bound up with the idea than it is in painting, for in 
mnsic the idea and the expression are one and the same. 
In painting and in poetry a thought may be expressed 
in more ways • than one, but not so in music—change a 
single note or accent and the thought is altered. In fact, 
in music we cannot use the word “thonght” si all, 
except as interchangeable with expression. And so in 
musical performancs techniqu andexpr sion ate abso¬ 
lutely inseparable. Not only in res! musical beauty 
marred by defective technique, but, strictly speaking, 
it does not exist at all. Think of this, you rebellions 
students, to whom technical studies are an insufferable 
bore; anil you, weary pedagogues, who are tempted to 
''-neglect the drudgery, as you call it, of teaching them S 
Consider that a five-finger exercise, faultlessly rendered, 
is beautiful in itself,—it is the perfect line or color which 
will not only have & function in the completed work of 
art, bat has also a beauty of its'own to.- the understand-: 
ing as well as to the sense. ,, Edward Dickinson. i 
of 6xecrit|o%?k&c.,Rafteranartist's^ recital! Such criti- TIME !F0R LESSOH. • 
cism not bbly shows -weakness of thelspeaker’B eharac- „ . | - 
ter, but places one in tlfp light of an egoist in the eyes, by card e. oramer. 
of people of real attainments. . ri . 
It is to be hopeddthat a reformation will begin in this The following schedule, which has been dictated by 
; line sboh|as it has a lowenhg and damaging bfiect on many years of experience, may be.of some use to young 
true art. This reformation could be hest began right in' teachers, l it is, of! course, applicable only to children of 
the ranks of thdp^fesrioaj/.M^ero.itie^lwa^fuid'.iti; average capacity. For geniuses and blockheads, special 
not at present—enongh fraternity among musical people, roles most be made. Children from six to nine yearB of 
It is unjust anduncharitable to pull down and .criticise age should either take a lesson every day or have the 
others to elevate one’s self. Incompetent teachers are assistance of a grown person while practicing. Instruc- 
generally of the opinion that they are the beacon lights of tions for children are simple enough to be readily com- 
the profession, and that the all-powerful “my methodV prehended by a.grown person, and the object is to give 
is the best in use. Such one-sided people never become the child the assistance of a matured mind in following 
-true artists or teachers. the teacher’s directions. . While some knowledge of 
Foreign teachers have been in the habit of sneering music is of advantage, it is not absolutely necessary. It 
at' and criticising American methods and American is, however, indispensable that the person shall be will- 
teachersp bnt of late their missiles have had the effect of ing to give his fall attention to the matter. Sitting by 
returning to themselves with damaging results. The reading a newspaper, and looking up occasionally to 
public is rapidly finding that American teachers and see where the little one is drifting, will hot do. This 
thinkers are making most of the advancement in musical constant assistance must be continued until the teacher 
art. D. N. Long. is satisfied that the pupil can and will practice properly" 
without it. The time for children of the age mentioned 
A WILL OF your OWN. above, should not exceed fifteen minutes, but they can 
The following highly agreeable prospects are in store practice that long twice or more a day if circumstances 
for the mnsic teacher who, from want of backbone, or admit. The time can be gradually increased -to thirty 
from an excessive desire-to please, will constantly yield- minutes within from Bix to eight months. Children from 
to the innumerable fancies and caprices of his pupil or nine to eleven years should be started by daily lessons, 
to the sage counsels of the pupil’s feminine parent: or assistance, for from three to four weeks. Time, twenty 
Either he will ultimately be compelled to take refuge in minutes, to be increased to thirty within three to four 
an asylum for the insane, or, sorely disappointed at.the weeks. This is generally sufficient to enable them to 
ntter futility of his efforts to give satisfaction, he will, practice alone.' Those of twelve years and over can be 
despairing, give up the ghost—so to speak. In case he generally started with two lessons of thirty minutes each 
should prefer to avoid the first-mentioned contingency, a week. Regularity is absolutely necessary, therefore 
and to keep off the other the longest possible, he must the teacher must point ont the importance of having 
oake uj hi ind to 1 - will of hi >w i and to hold r gul i he r - app int foi p ictii , nd of l i vin 
on to it. _ - Leo. the time by the clock, and letting the child stop when 
. the time is up. Half-hour lessons are quite sufficient for. 
THOROUGH FRAOTIOE. the first two or three years. The exercises for beginners 
_ . ., , . . , . ... . should not take more than from eight to ten minutes a 
It is said that one of the most eminent lady American , A „ . , ■ _ A . „ . _ . .. ... 
pianists (Mme. Rive King) owes her great command of must b® c°mPded 111 8u®b a that lfc to11 
the resources of the key board to a somewhat strange' uot%ak© more than five minutes of bach lesson to master 
and rigorous style of practice. The system seems to Be them, while a general review should take place every 
also well calculated to help most pianists ont of their- twelve lessons. It is supposed that - the pupil practices 
“ • «*- day, while the teacher 
pany of teeingslip .a new them ©very lesson, thus goin^through all 
players go through it several times in as many different! the keys in twelve lessons, and then having a general re¬ 
ways as they repeat it, giving- each performance a differs view to make the changes that may be dictated by pro- 
ent meaning, and introducing different notes. , T. , ... „ , , . . 
ttnfcth. , -..t^., ..! >. a «, Xt can b 88en n this way about t mty- 
BY CARL E CRAMER.
mr 
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A HIGH-;: -IDEAL. 
Doubtless, nearly, if not all teachers who strive to - 
reach, a high ideal, have been-confronted at sometime 
daring life by m i tl 3 numerous ... acrei rho infest 
the earth, with the chill ng remark that thej v re not 
;acl ig the 1 popnl r ». a - G lerally th« popnla 
.. taste, is bad, and unless there Is- some one to create a; 
sentiment for better music, it continues to be bad. , ; 
’.i- y time it takes a gi ml leal ol s rarage for a 
young‘teacher to stand against the average public taste! 
• regarding true art, but if. is' refreshing to hear of one, 
who, despite the opposition he or she may receive* has 
this cqurage, coupled with .keen discrimination to can-. 
- isly but steadily t< * hand perfi rm ( >mp ition th t 
ire indicative -I i cultivated taste 
5t is •'*!.. hat evei the p-eat Beethoven was severely 
criticised, and even snubbed, because he chose to-think 
higher musical thoughts than the people around him.; 
Suppose lie had been content is listen to the mnrmnrs 
of the people, not only he, but the world would have 
been the loser. 
. Let each teacher strive to reach a high ideal', renting 
assured that not until they have fixed lie standard will 
their pupils, their friends or the people of their comma- : 
nity begin to raise their thoughts to a higher level. j j 
F. A. Lyman. ; 
IGNORANT AND INJUDICIOUS CRITICISM. 
It has been wisely said: “A little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing,” and in no field is this more trne than 
in that of criticism. 
People of no artistic attainments whatever will criticise 
the performance of earnest and welFmeaning artists with 
a freedom that is appalling. These people are not all 
uneducated or fools, but are sometimes people of broad 
cultivation—ontside of music—and give vent to their 
utterances without thinking of the injustice they/are 
doing tp themselves and art. It is exceedingly pamfhl 
to hear young people—poor amateurs at the best—and 
musical papas and mammas talk about “ deficiencies of 
power,” “ inaccuracies in phrasing,”-lack of “ freedom 
Bat t e system of the artist alluded to is very different.: gress .made* Ifc e se i . tbis a  t twent - 
She first goes through the piece very slowly, sounding minutes of each lesson remain for studies and pieces, 
forth each note with great precision and distinctness, which is entirely sufficient, as more will only needlessly 
with apparently little regard for the composer’s meaning, overtax a child’s endurance. After some progress has 
ont tUtiSl »«“ bowev... to indue pnent. 
iff wit ho u t adding taking a way i n the slightest degree. 1° l^t pupils take oneextralessoneverypneortwQweeks, 
The more rapid uiei pillages in the work, the slower the to be devoted exclusively to four-hand playing. For ad- 
prafitice of them. This practice is kept up for hours at vance<i pupils who study larger works, the duration of a 
a stretch, gradually increasing the tempo as the fingers , _ 
become familiar with the windings of the labyrinlhian lesson depends upon the capacity of the^pnpil, as some 
, comprehend more in five minutes than others do m fifty. n n
By this system of practice, the sensation of feeling the The same is true in regard to the number of lessons, as 
keys, no matter how rapidly the fingers may be required Bome will do better with one lesson a week, than others 
to glide over them, is acquired. And this desirable and ... ... , m , ' , • ,_ 
very comfortable sensation is a certain guarantee of the W,U ™th one ®very day* Two lessons a week is, however, 
ns,as , ‘Sufficient for the ayerage pupil, and is also about as much 
all pianists know. It is the sensation of security, of as the average parent can afford, 
success itself, so to speak, and is absolutely necessary to 
public performers. Without it the best effects of the ' -*- 
composer may be lost, and* the entire performance fall SOUUD SEHSATIOHS 
The aim of all practice is, after all, to bring the „ TT , , ., ,• 
forces down to automatism. The pianist who cannot go Professor Bain, distinguished sound considered as 
fl i n m s,? iu id i u  l u , N ' I ’ " 
through a piece twice alike cannot hope to acquire much sensations into three classes: The first, comprises the 
ma terj oi il - rbc nd ai lever e pect be r. 8 md as determined by |nalitj Qt®D" 
able to commit to memory anything worthy of public s>ty, and volume or quantity, to which all ears are sen- 
performance; and without the latter ability the. needed sitive. The second, includes mnsicalBOutids, for which 
presence of mind is all but impossible—Musical -People. a susceptibility to pitch ib required. Lastly, there is the 
_- sensibility to the articulateness, distance and direction or 
■ . sounds, which are the more intellectual properties. The 
—The ear ranks as the most intellectual of onr senses, first and principal difference between. Bounds experienced 
after the eye, while as a power of moving our emotional by the ear, is that between noises and musical tones, 
natnre, and calling forth onr activities,1 it m superior every variety of which depends on the rapidity, form, 
even to that. To the majority of mankind music Is a size, and order of succession of the vibrations. In Slater source of enjoyment than a scene or a picture; musical tones, Ilia vibrations are_ periodic, or succeed 
e ear is the organ by which man listens to the voice of each other at regular- intervals; in noises theyfollow 
his fellow man, and the wail of anguish, the cry of pity, each other irregularly. Musical tones begin to ‘be per- 
the word of exhortation, find an entrance here to bis celved a,t about thirty vibrations in a second, but a 
inmost soul, moving him, it may be, to deeds of the determinate musical pitch is not perceptible till'about 
greatest self-denial or of the utmost heriosm.—Kay. forty vibrations a second have been reached. 
■ -V.:: ,. i f ;.y ;yV- ’.a. . 
Touch and Technic. Part IS. Price $1.00. Touch and Technic. 
! . .. ^ •’VrA.u' • •••.■'a'AAvA • •Aa./>A-'-,A ?-y/VcAAiySnA. ** 
Priceisl.QQ. 
MASON’S COMPLETE S 
RHYTHMICALLY TREATED. 
Mason’s Complete Scales, artistically treated, for securing 
tlie tat possible results In Pianoforte Technics. With 
Application of Rhythm, Velocity, Canon, and a great variety 
of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness of Runs, Evenness 
and Pearly Quality are Secured. 
The first part of Mason’s Technics, which his, practical ex¬ 
perience as a Teacher led him to discover, was the fast form of 
the Two-Finger Exercise. This he adopted from Liszt, hut modi¬ 
fied the manner of playing it in such a way as made it a wholly 
new exercise. The next was. the application of Rhythm to the 
Scales, the immediate end sought being that of securing many 
repetitions, and an absorption of attention which to a degree 
conceals from careless pupils the length of time occupied in the 
practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more 
active participation of the mind. These results followed so 
unmistakably that this part of the system, attracted the at= 
tention of all teachers in position to observe it. The .first 
publication of these principles took place in 1868, in Mason 
and Hoadley’s New Method—a work prepared by. Mr. Hoadley, 
but declined by the publishers unless he could induce Dr. 
Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included in it. 
Mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his" 
experience during more than thirty years in varying, the 
applications of it, and in adapting it to the,Meeds of Pupils 
of BifFeresih. Grades. 
Not less interesting and* important than the rhythmic princi¬ 
ples of scale practice, are the Variety of Scale Forms and 
Touches. 
Mason’s Scales are the First Considerable Addition to 
Technics in this direction since , those of Tomaschek, of 
Prague, were first introduced in this country by Nathan Rich¬ 
ardson, who Bad them from Dreyschock. Mason’s Scales are 
far more Varied and Musically Productive than those of 
Tomaschek The Systc n contains sufficient Variety of forms 
to carry a pupil Through His' Entire Musical Education. 
'MASON’S,SYSTEM OF ARPEGGIOS, 
S ". : '".-A; .va3® Si/-®:; A!; A&CaK'A' ' a' a A •••' ..A... ....■ 
TREATED. \ 
Mason’s Arpegchdos will contain his treatment of the 
Biminished Seventh (Chord and its fourteen (Changes. 
These, by an ingenious device, develope a series of three 
hundred and sixty different arpeggios, and the manner of 
forming them is so simple that it can he memorized by a 
child in a few minutes. They are to be taken with the hands 
si] gly. in re t and in reverse direction, and with both hands 
together. 
;f. This. System, so Easy, so Simple, yet so Comprehensive, 
' is one of the best means of sharpening the Musical Percep¬ 
tions of Pupils which has ever- been invented in Pianoforte 
■Technics. „ „A 
It also has the advantageTof Familiarizing the Pupil with 
Complicated Arpeggio Forms, and with all parts of the 
Keyboard, when in any other system he would still be occu- 
pied exclusivelyin elementary forms. For Manual Dexterity 
and for Musical Perception, nothing so useful as' these 
exerciser has ever been, invented. ' - 
Many teachers have been using them during the thirty years 
or more since Dr. Mason began to make them public. All who 
.have given them a through trial agree that they are Indis¬ 
pensable, and that there is nothing else whatever that can take 
their place and secure equal results with So Little Labor on 
the part of the PW3PIL and the TEA€MEE. 
Mason’s Arpeggios are Treated Rhythmically, in a great 
variety of ways, affording means of training the. Perceptions 
of Rhythm, both in the matter of steady, reliable movement of 
the pulse and Measure, and in the Subdivision of Pulses, in 
jhbiiy different ways. There is nothing known in Piano- 
.forteTechnics which can take the plAcE of this Rhythmic 
Training, as here provided in Mason’s System. 
The work is now Wholly New, scarcely a line of his former 
work being contained in it. 
Numerous illustrations of the various positions of the hand 
will form one of the features of this work. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation applied to Exercises is now so generally recognized by all teachers and virtuosi 
that every hook of technics now contains more or less of it. Nevertheless,, as Br. Mason was the original discoverer of the prin¬ 
ciple, ho application of it has been so iagpnioias and thorough as Ms. . .. 
. This work is a wholly hew exposition, of. the subject, representing the ripened musical experience of the distinguished author, 
who is a teacher and a virtuoso by the ©race of God. 
The entire series of Touch and SeehMci comprises the Two-Einger Zeroise, already published if us, Kastnfa Arpeggios tail 
Seales, herewith announced, and one other work, Octaves, of wMoh later announcement will be made. They jure printed is sepsmte oc i a i  meed. a s  hic s Wi 3. o. j o s 
yolumes, in order to enable teachers who are still dependent upon: some other system of technics, to add wtkeir present stock 
IlflTflATlIovi • T>Q'OwbI’aim Iiamwaw. «■**%*% sn oil Awm aI> •- hies,« .. • AIM! 
% 
the particular part he desires 
ive never c-f%re teachers more valuable works than these, 
I¥ School of Octaveand Bravoura Playing. Announcement will be in du© time. 
send, when published, Part n (Me on’s ’©• mpl-1* Soak ), Part HI Me i a 
Playing, for 25 cts. each.^ To those ordering the three books,-^ * 
BhiBMB 9 8 1  r-ik 1% ml 
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strncted as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated , by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
of the Case, hitherto considered im 
Seed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The 'reeds are the best nateated 
the same1 as on s Piano. 
ad Sii South. Teath Street, 
iai.il if Rlai t •. m% 
MATHEWS’ POPULAR 
the teacher. It tella WUsena, • WJb®b©' and IHjsw?/ cmaiaEa should 
be studied or given in U‘@®EianI@ mil Tribe Piese, and 
their various Bubdiviaiono. Ho steps need he taken hesitatingly ’by 
he young teacher. Bead what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profes ion has to si 7 of the srork;— 
“Me. E. M Seftoh, 
"• Bear Bin—l have received the copy of * Yeaehar’a Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending-lt. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very sseflsl work. It. keeps con¬ 
stantly bafora the pupil- the truG and fundamental principles sit.cn 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid developmentr 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
.seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It Is the kind and quality of practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, by sowing poor and Imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in plan ortepl ring. 
x.v “Yourssincerely,■ " to "to •■■■■ 
tod “William Mascot.” 
Address 
£ THE MISSIOH OF MUSIC. 
Chap. 1, The First Talk. Chap, n. Music as am Art. 
Chap. in, Music as a Business. Chap, iv, Musical 
Educations Brain or - Hand? Chap, v. Music in 
1 Volume, 12mo. JPages 352.. Price $2.00. Beauti¬ 
fully printett^gn fine heavy paper, and, handsomely 
bound with gilt top and uncut edges. 
managed to include fheessenfcial facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories. PHASES.: . 
Chap. ,x,. The Brain and its Burden. .Chap., xx, A 
Parallel Study in Life » A t. ^Chap. xii, The Reli¬ 
gion of Art. Chap, xiii, Setting into Print, 
PART IV. 
SOME SPECIAL THEMES. 1 
Chap, xiv, Style in, Composition. Ohap.xv, Form in 
Art. Chap. xvis Some Special Studies in Music,' Chap, 
xvii, The Sister ®Arta.;: :.Chap, xvin, Taste and Toler- 
EBSCQo 
PART V. 
HELPS'. , 
Chap, xix, More about Books and Reading. Chap, 
xx, A Library and. how to Manage it. Chap, xxi, In 
arid Out of ’Books.: if: V to.b • 
PART VI. 
SITUATION. 
’ .-Chap, xxu, Little Town Life. Chap. xxm. The In¬ 
spiration of the Year. Chap, xxiv, Vacation Time and 
Travel. Chap, xxv, Landmarks in Little Histories. 
PART VII. 
A BUNCH OF LETTERS. 
Chap, xxvi, To a Gentleman who Determined late 
in life to Become a Musician. Chap, xxvii, To a Music 
Teacher in a certain Country Town. Chap, xxviii, ,To 
;e, oceupymg an 
tories in four and five volumes, and the ihere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before th^ 
ot music yet written. 
THEODORE PRESSER ;y • 1 . ’ ‘ ;tototo^, f-V>^ ”-1 
imCHEBTMPT ST., PHIL A, 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mm. Poo, 
By M S MORRIS. 
JP3E6ICOES - m • I© C?te« 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol 
nmes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order foi 
reference. . ' * 
Ad irese Publisher 
MSB 
9HRPHH 
IMeseul Meduction in Quantities, ■ -. ■ o •; e * W3R& msE, 5 
offered to all pupils include inntmntini 
Beautiful tunes—Charming 'melodlles, by the. foremost church 
% >’ itendec specisll ;hu ;h ch< > - 
<- 1 b hi I bj ill I hr ** v< lenomination >. 
f -.J- J pew* tort in the choir. Also just 
too thing for musics! family circlec, 
Tunisia anti (Gltafi&maetevas Send ®© cento for 
You may find it just what you want to brighten up 
music composersinte d spe a y for c rc oirs 
occasions. Ca~ u;:2 _ A” ™ ' ■’ * -’-■■■— 
Byti itudj nor for ng - in the 
Second JMitSos . • ___ „ 
1 ■ a sample copy, 
sdy who wishes to use his Voice ; your services.’ 
illy an I Hygienic illy. 
ffw Bitho? of the Afcoyo, Marcos 
THEODORE PESESSEr«, 
r-r4 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa 
&I1IFBQSS, feesps late Stadia© '®j®seb sis® fin Min© umm- 
laragfiBg, fln all braaehe®, awfl of ©rga® ~. a v , 
@© YESIE'Er STnEBEIT, MW ’S'©BSE (CITY, 
tjfltlm bomr-al of; Date weoMennee. Amlclc'eaa, 
®®“ ** ®A-YM#K1» mm-WMMMu 8?9 ©aylteia Avenne,' Bffoo&lym, If. Y. - 
concerts, lectures and recitals, and daily practice 01 
Technicons. 
H’ormal Trailing.Course for Teachers. 
Pianos, Organs and Harps for practice.' Eight Fret 
THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY EOR 
ips® 
■ . 
MUSICAL CAME. 
": u ■ ' By CARL REINECKE. 
■■ ——■— 
.Nuuoiji, wr v&a 
letters mrm&remwned mMsIciaa and teacher to a ladf. 
NHTUREfGF+HKRMONY. 
By Dr. HUGO RIEMANN, 
[Bsmnd Edition.) ; & ®*®IOEi, SB ®te« 
Aa exposition of somq modern ideas of Harmony. . ’ 
instrmotion and Pleasure Combined. * | 
A SPLENID SAME FOR EVERY HOSE- 
Shis game consiste of ssura- on vhid th jifeaiii notea and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number or? distributed among 
the players, the card are played in succession and added together as" 
they are played until the value of a whole rote ia reached, whan 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed'the ! 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with | 
mice for s number of different games, tablet; (showing the notes, nests, 
keys, Ac., aeoompany tire game, 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instro- 
mentj those who ring; those who wish to read sic faster; in fact, all 
who'are interested inmusic, need this charming.game. 
• It teaches th » vales of notes end rests. ;C 
The names of the notes. • tf . 
The varioas keys in which music is written. / 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. ^ 
The easiest way to learn to read'mnslc. 
You learn, -while playing anInteresting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Tim devoted to play 5 this game is not wasted, as in most gasses. 
A splendid game foarEvening parties. 
A new depariarv-mitirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study mndo will find it to their advantage to play 
this.gamc 1 wbne before bcgiiuaiiig lesson 
Price. 60 Cents. 
Address Publishe r, 
THE©* PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
■Frio®, XTibkel-plated,' 60 dents, Hat Postpaid. 
Giving; the correct Metronomic Marta aftelhe 
Jfeahrt Standard, together With th© 
. Tree Steaapos; of all 'th© Dance®. 
f By G. A. MACOROIJ3. 
Among the many topics treated in this little pampklet 
e ^On a good touch,” “R«poseinplaying,” “Magnetism 
playing ” etc,, etc. PrioeylOcenta. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
fim PBISSSB, 170# obestamt St., PMM’a, Fa 
' FAUfEB*© 
Kte {PrOBBOEBBBCflBBg IP@(Sk@t ©ictiSi&Py 
©f □usicsll T@o"imB©0 
iS®©<0> ‘DT3E2IE&E1E© 13>3ESE'EI?TE2II>o 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 60 definite ■ hat is 
required by musical students and teachers. -It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PKICT2 35' OSJM’XSo 
Address ¥I^E@p#KE; PHESSEfS, 
1704 Chestnut St, Phllad’a, Fa. 
Introduction to Stadias ’ia Phrasing. 
THE ELEMENTS 
For Classes oi individuals, 
ability of children’s fingers and within the-range of tike ’ LIFE SIZE, 22 x 23 INCHES,; - . - , : 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most sue- '©n irm' m « „ 
cessful collections of this Class of tone poems for chil- “>1®® AH. 00. Postage and 1 UD6, 10 Sfl. ElStiTflo 
drentht world »nsho#. 4‘ $5.00 with Frame, Antique-Oek^ 
The pieces are all closely annotated, -fingered, Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of th^vfork, The following are now ready 
a few chapters on the object and manner of ..~ L. _ • 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; BEETHOVEN( MENDELSSOHN, MOZART; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression j WAGNER, HANDEL, OHOPINa 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. othbeb to follow. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol- m, „ , „ . ■ . .. , . ^ „ 
ujsu j* ■ PL • r „ ... Ihe elegant portraits have given the greatest satasfac- 
umes ot “fetudies in Phrasing,” which are among tion wherever introduced. The forme? price for these 
the most popular musical text-books now used was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the moBt 
in the cofintry, As a work of genuine useful- Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
PRICE SO CUTS.. 
A Preparation for the Study of Murmemy, 
p- AMrass FaUisher, 
THEO. . 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
A. GAME EOE EVERY MUSIC? STUDEMT 
Irand SaesessS The SSelgh i! 
’ byw.bs. . . s. 
calloreltyoftbeTIass. 
JOIB*. ' i 
. . < * with 
be oruss 
fS Creates iuat* 
^ ....- - . iayeC Jvr.jwhat 000 a sold. 
fori . 
i.onthlap ram ?alr of 
tosHo pmica TREGBAR E9US» 88., fflesfm Mo. I TAJBLE OF CONTENTS. 
..." . . ., . 1 
Introdnction... .... 
Kullak. Qp. 81. No. 3. Qrandmother tella a fihudidffidog Tale......... 
Mendetoohn. Op. 72 No. 8, Kinderattloke........... 
Schmidt. Op. 14. No. 1, Soi lna........... 
Jadassohn. Op. 17.. No. 3. Ohildre Dance.. 
Diobelli. Op. 168. No. 8.... 
finrgmuller. Op. 76. No. 1, Bondiletto..... 
Her. Op. 138. No. 1, Son na In 4 Handa....,.. . 
Hummel. Op. 62. Bondoletto......«...i....... 
BeyloK. Fncheia......... 
ICahlau Op. 20. No. 2, Inn... 
Steibelt. Turkish Eojsda...... 
dementi. Op.;36,V;No.'l, Sonatina..,.... 
KJernlf. Scherzino........................................:............................ 
Grelg. Op. 12. No. 7, Aii am Loaf............................................. 
jj.. - h. ' DabbliU'' Dx ~ . .....'„Lw............- ........ 
LIchner. Op. 149 No. 6, Si . . 
Dusnk. 1 ........ 
„ Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina.. 
is first Dnssek. La Matinee..-..... 
atina in D.... 
Bdhpmann. Slumber Song.............. 
““ " Sclmmanni Nocturne............. 
Mendelssohn's Song Without Words. N<>. 1......... 
Bach. Little Prelude.!, No. 6........................,J„..i., 
Bach. Little Prelade/ No. 8...... 
Schubert. Op. 78. Mennette,..... 
Beinecke; Op 17. No. 2, Sosaatjaa...............H.'.,.... 
Chopin. Op.;Np^,No«ttime,...h...;L.^.....‘.. 
UtoM Publisher, _ , 
'■ - ; ' THEO. PRESSER, ; 
1704' Chestnut 'Street,'!Philadelphia,. Pi 
he game wl ch consists of *> ards, ai j played 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on t ^ mind ^ he players thf important at 
i the lives if 48 c nposei u u iernus 
Address Publisher, _ _ _ 
- ' THEODORE PEESSES, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SONATINA ALBUM 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
s 0 $S.M» iound ii (Board ©over, 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
Lsudiim’s K®@d! iif|sii tltetCiiJi 
Price, gl.EQ. 1| CHAS. W, LftiDSM. Fsreigs? Fingering. 
-;—- This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
Hotea and Eemarhs toy omeh EZiaiofieiltMBD as ©e*. especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
V7mm. Bausons, Easr. Wseis. BE. Stoei?w®®dl, selected from the best composers. , :Eiach piece is copi- 
: , - Sr.Alfcsri mamema, mtm, ‘ 1 , ouslyannotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
r a pupil t way of; acticmg and learning itj 
It joncis Uf-TiVB; it is endorsed by i ot are carefully i. Every difficult; ‘ 
f the great Lr - ' easy a 1 - attractive form. 1 
commendation of at have been received from t i moj Org Touch .dearly explained (a hitherto i 
pirominent mnsicians ia. more than twenty different feature). Pbrac y 3 successfully taught. The ..-,,_ 
States. It is adopted i s a standard work in most of wi jfi ,oint are clearly g en. M > special 
Colleges pi. nom« Org, i Effects are fully illustrated, 
nal Its price is rery reasonable, viz.: In (Doth, em- 
hosBed, 01.®®; in Board covers, 75 ceufcs, and in paper GqtoI f©r a Sample €J©pf, 
covers, 6® centSo Address 
ttmie<q>bi>®ieis ipibessisiEs, T&3E0. PKESSEK’, 
1104 CHE8TTJUT ot., philao’a, pa. 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
, 
THE 
OUR OWN MAKE. , 
Price 75 Gents. §6.00 per dozen, by Sspress. 
This folio Is without spring back or omameiftal work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THE®. .PRESSES!, PBaiBa., Pa. 
TEACHERS OF MUSIC As Applied to the Teaching and Practice of 
Voice and Instruments, ©BID ®p@ES September 8th, tISSfl. 
A well-defined cnrricnlnm; systematic tra 
br ad edn ition, provid for a tl irough . 
for the teacher’s profession. Teaching unde 
slop.. Lectures and Concerts by eminent.men. 
examinations required. Advances Students 
mitted to these courses. Preparatory Dej 
f< those 1 ss advanced and'beginners. 
For further information, address. 
E \ \ LUA ILE PAMPHLET' l LOUIS C. ELSON 
“On Teaching, and Teaching Beformi” Ay A. k Parsons and' 
Constantin Steinberg.26 eta. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical:. Education in fhm Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Mend, By Gut Beinecke. , Translated 
, by. John Behmann,...  25 etc. 
“ Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or JhapSIJ* By Aloys 
He ne ,.16 cts. 
“ Advica to Young St ofPir forte.” A a, 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Boret,...10 eta. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By O. A. Maclrore,.10 cts. 
(Tbe Five uez&t by Mall £®i 8® ©te. 
Address i ‘ubllsher, 
1 HE® 1 ’ IESS £R 1704 Siiai i i sat i3.8., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
Author of “ Curiosities of Music,” “History of German 
Song,” etc. 
This Course is Adopted! mi Usod 
IN THE 
Lessons in Musical History, GROVES' DICTIONARY 
Price ll JO "-'postpaid. 
The only Complete Encyclopedia of Music in 
• the English Language. A history of the rise, development, and progr 
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly 
of the vocal side of the matter, the work gives a 
succinct account of the progress of German instru¬ 
mental music as well and contains biographies of 
Bach (father and sons) Handel, Haydn, Mozart, 
Schubert, Schumann, Franz, and many others, 
and an account of the chief German works in 
With it is incorporated. ? 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from A® 
beginning of the Christian era to the present tame; espe¬ 
cially designed for the nse of schools and literary inati- 
tu turns* 
Address Publisher, 
ThEODOEE . PitESSER, 
1704- Ob' teat 3*.; • *eet, 
. Philadelphia, Pa. 
B ind in handsom ' >wi Hott Gil rope 1 t tip In > - > mi 
.’i n tacos ei >u > ue ed. on In si 1 helnde 
Price for 3 Volumes, (including Index,) $89.00. 
' Price fop Index, - = - $2.30. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
music. 
BEAUTIFUL MB IWSTBUCTiVE.' « 
fflMiie and Eiiltepe 
Br nI*T- ESERZ, SOTS. US. 
HEW, EAST AMD PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte 
:? -i '■ y -y ,:V"..;> y - y ■. - . 
BY JULIOS E. DULLER. 
in which the final labors of all the greatest tone- 
master are sketched, together with their last 
words, etc. 
The works form not only a valuable biographi¬ 
cal collection, but useful compendium of general 
musical knowledge fitted for the use of the musi¬ 
cal student, and, in their popular style, for the 
-non-musician as well.' 
* .y 
i2wLo. Cloth. Price, Postpaid, $1.25. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Shccess in Professional Life,. Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike indispensable to the. teacher and pupil. To 
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over 
200 pages anc > stadium * scellenl tyl 
This is an entirely new work. The anthor is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabboe and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
I as ver] 6 - ei t ci. is J c dresi ■ 
35 SubsqriptionpiTa Four-Octave Organ. 
yAO Subscriptions, a Five-Octave Organ; 
A It sic il S rl" fc i Yc un| " >ple 
Unbound Volumes for 1886 
“ 1888, - 1.60, “ This is an excellent offer, and comes rarely for procuring 
“ 1889, - 1.60, 11 a good instrument, by procuring the abovp number of 
“ 1886, - 2.50, “ subscriptions for this journal. ‘ The organ is cheap ohly 
“ 1887, - 2.60. in price; in workmanship, or quality of material used it is 
11 1888, ' - 2.50, “ the best. The name's of the subscribers need not all be 
“ 1889, V - 2.50, “ sent in at one time, but begin at once to interest your 
is, Unbound, 75 cents per dozen, friends and pupils, and sendin the subscriptions as yoc 
ntain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in procure them, but let us know that you are Working for 
is articles give a great amount of information the organ* , When the required number is procux^dy the 
It is a peculiarity of The Mtude that its organ will-i^sent either by freight or 
lal and lasting worth. Address the PukUaher, expense of the receiver. The organ is tbe anesJgin; 
v||%ae PSIFQQFit^ - as he CarpenterCompawon Organ, No. 2. Afallde- 
"L -V.-. ■ scription of it will be sent upon application. A warr tty 
it Street, PllilQiCl6lplli£!>, Pa>. for eight years is given with each instrument. 
3 Volumes in One, 
CLOTH, ILLUSTRATED 
Gbuservatdry |®ii$ic Store, 
FRAHKLIN SQUARE, BOSTON. 
ggggjgjgi 
>: FOUB-HAND MU3I0, Bendel, Franz, op. 186. Fairy pic- 
-—-— tores. • • .Noi 1. Arr. by Rlein- 
Ws will offer for sale a very select lot of*four-hand michel...... V 
music of various grades at a very great reduction ip Bendel, Franz, op. 186. Fairy Pic- 
price. The music Is sold at one-fourtn of marked price tores. No. 2. Arr. by Klein- 
and the postage is paid; the money must, however, be michel...........;........................ V 
sent with the order. This stock is, composed exclusively Bendel, Franz, op. 185. Fairv Pic- 
of foreign musicj and is not second-hand, but somewhat tores. No. 4. Arr. by Klein- 
shop-wom. The grade is given with each piece, also michel....... VI 
the retail and reduced price. If the selection is left to Bendel, Franz. Spring Morning... Ill 
us $5.00 worth at retail will be sent for $1 and postpaid. Bertini, Henry, op. 77. Rondino;. Ill 
Additional lists will be added in future numbers of The “ “ “120. Fantasie.. VIII 
Etctde. ' “ “ “125. Duo Bril- y 
BektMEeOrnmi 1 ant...... ... J'll 
a Price. Price. >p. 126. Fantaxsijr 
on Themes fr. Robert DeverepSe. VI 
VI 82.50 SO. 62 Bertini, Henry, op. 128. x The 
Daughter of the Regiment. VI 
VII 2 50 62 Bertini, Henry, op. Wl. Grand 
Caprice on Motif of “ La Strani- 
8.20 8 era.’ .......... .. VI 
Bertini, Hmry/op. 182, Remem- 
2.60 bra ofjanetta... ... VII 
Bertini, Henry, op. 131 Duo on 
2.50 .62 Thejd^H of “The Due d’Olome.’l VII 
' ’ Bertini, Henry, op, 140.' Duo oh 
3 20 80 /themes of ‘ Stabat Mater” fr. 
‘ * ^/Rossini................................... - V 
3.60 .87 Bertini, Henry, op. 146. “ Don Pas- 
,x quale”.-. VI 
2Jit) .62 Bertini;' Henry, op. 148. “ The 
Part of the Devil.”.. VI 
4.50 1.13 
Bertini, Henry,sop. 166. • Grand f 
i Divertissement.  VII 2.00 ( .60 
i. 157, No. I, Ave , V,1 
Maria,- ft Schubert... ... , V .60 20 
Bertjtii, Henry, op. 159. Duo on 
^Themes, fr. the Opera Moses de 
^Rossini... VIII 2.16 .60 
Bertini, Henry, op. 165. Fantaisie 
on Melodies, fr. Schubert. VII. 1.76 .44 
Bertini, Henry, op. 170. La Son- 
nambula Fantaisie.. VII 1.80 .33 
Bertini, 33,, op, 173. Fantaisie on 
Robert Bruce. VII 1.80 .33 
Bertini, H. Br th rand Sister ,I&I| 90 
“ “ Mother and Daughter II & III .60 .28 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 65. Recreation 
Lessons k Bach.IV & V - i80 - .20 
Beyer, Ferd., op.- 72. Fantaisie on 1 „' 
Lucrezia Borgia.  V 1.25 .82 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 74. DivertisBe- .5, 
ments..'. VF 1.00 .25 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 80. Elegant Pieces 
on Favorite German airs......VI-VIII .76 .18 
Beyer, Ferd., op, 86.. Little Les¬ 
sons for Beginners.... II 1.00 .26 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 92. The two 
Scholars, Instructive Duos. Each II & III .65 .17 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 120. Variations 
on a Theme of Bellini. IV 1.40 .35 
Beyer, Ferd.', op. 127. _ VI. Duos 
Mignons. 2 Books. Each... Ill 1.00 .25 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 127. The same 
in numbers. Each... Ill .40 .10 
Beethoven, op. 21, Sympbonie Mo, 
1 . ... ...................... .... 
Beethmm, op. 36. Symphonie No, 
n .. ..... ... . ...... . 
Buthmm, op. 68, Symphonic No, 
n (Eroica) ... ,. VIII 
Beethoven, op. 60. Symphonie No. 
^ IV ....................................... VII 
Beethoven, op. 62, ' Symphonie No. 
V.......................................... VII 
Beethoven, op. 68, Symphonie No. 
VI (Pastorale) ........................ VIII 
Beethoven, op. 82, Symphonie No. 
.................. .. VIII 
eethovm, >p 1 Symph me > 
VIII .................................... VIII 
Beethoven, op. 128. Symphonie No. 
ix ......... ...... vm 
Bended, Franz, op, 4. No. 2, Waltz. Lf 
“ “ 1. No. 3. Minu-. • 
etto. 4 IV 
Bendel,1 anz, oj. 4. No. 6 Ma¬ 
zurka ........... . ..... ... n 
Bendel, Franz, op. 14. No21, Mo¬ 
zart’s Andante FavopK............... HI 
Bendel, Fanz, op. 14. No- 2. Mo- 
zart’s Minuet FMrorJj..,............. Ill 
Bendd, Fmem/im. 14, No. 3. Mo¬ 
zart's AjlSjjio Favori................. Ill 
Bendel,/Franz, op. 43. No. 4. 
................... II 
Bpmd, Franz, op. 48. No. 5. 
- Gypsy Life . ... I ... ...... . ... ,. II 
Bendel, Fanz, op. 7©, Landliche 
Bildc (CountrySee res). Bookl. 
Bendel, Franz, op, 70.. Landliche 
Bilder (Country Scenes) BookIL IV 
You press the button, IB IB U/ (YHcJ W 
ive do the rest." 
(OB rc U OAK DO IT VOX BSEUr.) Send for < 
THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS SACRED SONGS 
WGTO 
I - .* , m . m 8 gaSkat 
ft Delicious, sparkling, and 
if appetizing. 8old by all 
FREE a beautiful 
* I, 8 Bool 0 • i I 
sent to any one addressing 
O. E. HIKES & GO., 
i Philadelphia. 
By H. A. CLARKE, ,Mus. Boo. 
Now Heady. V ~ ~ 
J Sod t® Thee.” Soprano or Tenor. 40c, 
64 Jesns my one Prevailing Plea/’ Alto. 80c. 
Ik Pbess. 
“Abide with me.” Alto. 
“They know not what they do.” Soprano or Tenor, 
' ’ TTHEE®0S©i!8!S IP HE 08 HR,. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
ORGANISTS AND ORGAN STUDENTS 
3Y ARTHUR FOOTE, 
Published by Arthur F. Schmidt, Boston. 
Suite In 9 minor, and a dozen other piano pieces; 
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Trio for 
piano, violin and ’cello; Sonata for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo¬ 
sitions for mixed and male and female voices, with and 
without accompaniment; also Serenade for piano (S. 
Brainard’s Sons); Humoresque for piano (Theodore 
Presser). 
■Genuine French Ijiaelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
genuine Mahogany. > ■ .. - 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
PUPIL’S WB80H BOOK, 
©OSAKAICS ©TTOGi 
From the Von Biilow Edition. A 
PftidE Si.50. FIRMLY BOUND; . 
LIBERAL DEDUCTiOM IO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Billow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in fonr 
books. Tfei0 abridged edition can be used in most eases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. ,x ; ; ; 
.. Address Publisher, 
-33BUEH*. PSME3SHMBB, .. . 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
Gives lcr;"onc personally]! or by correspondence, in EGnii’nrarony, American Conservatory of Music, 
<D©mmttQirp®Jmt, <Eom®m and FungBne, EtaoileoIL Fommn find CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
Students prepared for mrnica! ©xEratBitioma * § £ > a 
Most tHoroagfe: imd systematic course. Compositions rOTliSd and Specially ■DesigBed for; Tescnerg of tlie Piano, Voice, 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address “ Public School Music, Theory, Delsarte. 
E@©MS 4S and 4®, SUER BUDLEOWG, Unsurpassed Advantagec at Moderate Cost. 
SorDfltOn, Pa. Send for Catalogue. 
W. 8. B.- MATHEWS, AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, . ©HllfKERIRIG HALL5 
Lecturer and "Writer upon Musical Topics, Wabash. Avenue and'd^ackson Street, Chicago, HI. 
24® §. WABASH AYTE., ©MESA©©, ELB._J. J. HATTSTATDT, Director. 
» PLACE FOG [’QliTHERD GIRLS TO SPEUD THE BIOTEB. MEW Y®RK ft® LIE BE OF SlUSSE, 
. ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Doctor. 
Motenamrsors©* stadjln Hans?,Yoke- • 
training, Organ End Theory. Lectures, Concerts, Artists' Recitals n, , 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger ekercisea discarded. Techni- Principal of Vocal Department. 
cox ll branches of Music taught.' 
A. It. Musieal . Faculty comprises the most eminent 
1§® 3SV iPirc^Siidl^'saft-a « Instructors„ - ■ .,. j 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, _ M — notice. 
« -a™ -b-a-i j-bj- vtI The New: York College of Music, will remove 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. September 1st, from 163 East 70th street, to its 
he^fa'milyd^ring^thewim™],'^o^desire^n?horoi^h^uslca!fSu^ £®W a"d_h^nds0me building, 828 and 13© East 
cation, with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence, J><j>TM street.  
No Charge for Organ practice. ^Full arrangements made for . | _ -f 
EDWARD BAXTER ^PERKY. . 
Gesture Egdtals at Gelleges saS, CSeasemterieg a Spedalfcy, __ ^ 
Address, 178 Tremont St,„ Boston, Mass. - 
Mr. Perry metes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. ffeteng'TO'T m 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms .to parties on his .direct.' ig»at\JUU.(, \^|p&tvvu9tjy<y U-jSSI© 
uuied irii - t that time " 
---— With a Larg-e 1* acuity 01 Superior Instructors, and 
HUSH JL CLARKE, its®. Doc., t£eS?X“ 
SESSWfo ©tE"©©^ Music. 635 students >last year. Total expense for One 
tZZZ year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed 8300. < 
T-TOmra 111F MAT? la Harmony, -Counterpoint Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 6, and April 6. 
MOUUIU' til ilMljt and Composition. If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
“ZZT zrzp zpz: -—-A . A~0 branches, send for catalogue to 
lir. • Jrio ±±o JtdL-Ak_^A_09 F, B. BIOS, Director. 
(Formerly of Hollins’Institute and Wooster University.) OBERLIN OHIO 
Notable for his success as teacher, will open a “ cursus ’ -:-----1 
for training Piano teachers and Concert per- fn)A [Ml f\94$ MHUSICJAIL HMSTTI'iniJ'iriE AND 
formers, on September the first, in 1]]JlA\Ij\J/A.\ <D<B>M©ES6'YA'B,®ir2' ESaTSI®, 
j|iiLIL3Sl!iI!9 WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
a rising city, seat of Roanoke College, healthy, pictur- of Music, with'a thofouglli, systematic course of study, 
esque, cheap board, N. & W. R. R. . and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
$35 px© CnnirsBas off untax©® UTexiMs. * MiStabliBhed twenty-two years. Gat&logues free. 
— Positions secured. Apply to 1 JHUKTOTTS ®AKTA, Seexettaxy. 
Dr. H. H. HAAS, Salem, V-&. 
K3B38. RS'ARy GREGORY -SS Wl ft KAY 
(PUPIL OF WII.EI.4JI haeon) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
"EIABQN METHOD OF TOUCH AETD TECHHIO.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
IlluBtmtive Recitals, adapted to general andiences or Musical Aaso- 
ciations and Oiasses of Students, 
Address, Cure of Tbm El xmm 
c p HOFFMANN, 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIO, 
@2£7®E3© ©©LLEGE, OXFOt8P,.OHtQ.- 
Gives lessons if Correaponde so sad 
musical 1 “■ * ». mdard text-hooks. PI rom ea- 
vMSmeA fodhdaUonal principle atest jj - , 
to day stands pre-eminently at the head. The faculty is 
composed of 30 instructors that are recognized artists ; 
the Conservatory is located on the most fashionable 
thoroughfare of the city of Philadelphia, and is fitted up 
in the most modern style, contains a large concert hall, 
private, class-rooms, offices, etc. 
Normal training course for teachers. Eight ft 
scholarships. Pianos, Organs and Harps for practice, 
Send for new catalogue which contains portraits of 
the faculty, interior views of the Conservatory and full 
information about instruction, terms, etc. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
1331 South Broad Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
and '5073 Main Street, Germantown 
Private and Class Lessons in all Branches of Musie. 
INSTRUCTORS:- 
Piasa®.—Rich. Zeokwer, R. Hennig, M - trits Leefsok, 
Leland : Howe, Hermann Mohr, Gustav Hille, 
Martinus van Gelder, F. E. Gres son,. Misses S. 
Sower, M. Rothrauff, A. Sr--. A Stjtor, L. 
Tiers, B. Davis, V. and J. 
Tiers. ' .< 
©rgasa.- Oavii D. W od, Leland' B.< we F Gresson. 
Violin®—Gustav H Martinus vvn 3-r sr, Rich. 
SCHHIDT. 
Y!®loneeIl®«—Rudolph Hennig. , 
Yooal.—Pasqu leRondineli Mrs.Boioe-Hunsigeer, 
Miss M. Kuni Petei Marzen. 
Titeory*—R.'Zeokwer, Jv’E. Oresson. : 
Aeonsties*—R. Zec> 
Orchestra MstriBinente.—H. L. Albrecht, E. Schmidt, 
■■■ , r. ,, _ ..^ (J. Mueller, C. Plagemann, R. Hoppe. 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har-1 ^ ' - 
mony and Connterpolnt. - *' 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weakly Lectures end Musicoles. 
PsSEW DEPARTURE. 
A Special-and Origizud Course for Learning the Ax® ®ff 3F@©®!n. 
• laag Mbb®1c. ,, 
SSeeStels toy «34s®te@BBfipSii©«S avfttete.«taB,fijssg“ year. 
Individual tesoss only. Daily use of the Technicon and Practice 
Clavier. Ali practice nnder supervision. 
CUbss^ Ibb Citc-ims Shrflll, T®eal Sigla® BeaUttnifr'and 
T®BBl« S®l-ffl». .. -j.. ; : 
SEND P0E HJ1U8TEATED CATALOGUE. : 
L:--,. A. H,^ PLAOK, A.M.j President. 
STANDARD' WORKS 
Dana’s Practical ITaiiuony.. 
■ ’s Pb -\’t al Thoboucu Jabs , 
The Abt of Finoiibing.„. 
National School fob Coknet. ......................... 
Peogeessive Studies foe Violin. 
Address the Publishers, 
B>ASIA’S EIUTSCCAE, a 
WARREN, OH 
.®2 00 
. 1 00 
. 75 
. 2 50 
.Each 1 00 
C0ISEEVAT0ET OF^MUSIO AMD AST 
Claverack, Columbia" County, BT. Y. 
FREP; L. LAWRENCE SCHOOL* Of MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GRI E 3i STLSE, 1 D. 
’sn 4:5*!- (‘.jr sa 'll Bepart:ra:.ms of Music. ! 
Plpil, ClasaJ Orche, 
< Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. ■ 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheei Untie at reasonable rates. 
ForOircularB.applyto < 
JAMES E.1CWE, BHAHi GBHUHGASTliH, IHD. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alesaader Martin, d.d., ll.d3 College of Liberal Arhs, 
Sev. A L. Bovrmany a.m., s.t.d., Dean of School of Thfeolc^, 
Hon. Alexander C, DovrUey, ll.d. , Dean ofBohool of Law." 
Henry A. Millst Dean of School of Art. 
SamusIS.Parr, NormalSchool.’ < 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Harmony, Symphony, Instrumental and Vocal Ensemble, Orchestra 
Oiasses, Lectures op Acoustics and other Musical Topics. 
Concerts by Teachers and Pupils In our own Hail. 
Piano and Organ Recitals. / 
lftJ!T©W9 f7.ll© to .fSO. = ■/ -:; 
- For illustrated circulars apply to , / 
RICH.;- ZJECKWER, DIRECTOR. 
m ifl 
PIANO 
flcisaleSi Instructive*' practical, interesting and fasti- 
SIC is a universal language. When- speech falls 
MUSIC begins. It in foi: no to develop and un¬ 
fold it, by instruction and cultivation. THE 
,000 are now in 
interpreting and making real the truest thoughts and 
highest ambitions. It is nn equalled as^an accompani¬ 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer for its 
excellent singing qualities; by theturtist for its delicacy 
of touch and action and power.of tone combined. Send 
©o ©□ UBC^O©©© & © © o n 
. IlABUFACTCBKBS OF 
GRAND \ ND UPRIGI T I IAN )S, 
5 and" ; Appleton Street, 
,/BOgTOK, - - 
send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
have attained an 
umpurchase-d'pre-ems’nemci 
Which establishes them as ''' 
. UNEQUALED 
Hcao felly Woraatoi i® g feos-a, 
. WR53 KK3AHI!! ;; ©@O0 
ss m ,-84 sl 
148 Fifth Are., m©ai? 20th. St., MSW IfCMFSJE. 
8W P®rmoylvasEia Avs., ‘WASHENGTON,,®. <S, 
IPS and IJPillCIHTi! 
CflUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS AND PRIWTEF8S Factories: Grand Rapids and ({Husk egon, f-llchlgnrv 
Bend for Illustrated Catalogue. 
Send for Catalogue of Styles 
-f-'-di-'f';-',' If > 3 a 1S1 % Bn u id dv J vjztjxivi 0—- jc.asy ,. case 0 r.- 
deli ver our ; Organs d< 
